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Abstract 

 

 

Estuaries are among the most biologically productive ecosystems. Eighty percent of our 

sea food is harvested from estuaries, which are popular recreation areas, yet vital to marine 

transportation. Unfortunately, estuaries also act as sinks for anthropogenic and natural pollutants. 

From the viewpoint of ecosystem health, it is important to monitor estuarine ecosystems and 

their resident organisms, especially those with invasive potential. Chapter 1 provides an 

introduction to estuarine ecosystems and discusses the major pollutants that affect the dynamics 

of bacterial assemblages and their functional potential. The impacts of anthropogenic and natural 

perturbations such as atmospheric deposition of gaseous pollutants, acidification, nutrient loads, 

bacteria and antibiotic resistance genes and invasive species and their effects are covered. The 

chapter concludes with an exploration of how to mitigate the impacts of pollution in estuarine 

ecosystems. Chapter 2 correlates changes in the abiotic, physicochemical parameters of Mobile 

Bay and changes in dominant bacterial assemblages between wet, cold (January and March) and 

dry, warm (August and September) months. The study also investigates the differences in the 

taxonomic, phylogenetic and functional potential of the bacterial assemblages between the two 

sampling periods, using a metagenomic approach. The study also performs a comparative 

analysis between Mobile Bay and four other coastal ecosystems. Chapter 3 provides a survey of 

bacterial assemblages in the stomodeum of the Mnemiopsis leidyi and predicts their functional 

potential. A comparative analysis between M. leidyi bacterial assemblages and those associated 

with hosts belonging to two sister phyla (a poriferan and a cnidarian). Chapter 4 examines 
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previously uncharacterized bacterial isolates from the ctenophore M. leidyi that display antibiotic 

resistance, using genomic, chemotaxonomic and classical microbiology techniques. A new 

species, Staphylococcus mnemiopsis nov., isolated from the M. leidyi stomodeum, displays 

antibiotic resistance against the penicillins (Penicillin and Ampicillin), fluoroquinolones 

(Ciprofloxacin, Nalidixic acid), a polypeptide (Bacitracin) and an aminoglycoside (Kanamycin). 

The present study reveals aspects of the dynamics of bacterial assemblages in Mobile Bay, and 

the potential for the ctenophore M. leidyi to harbor bacteria with antibiotic resistance genes. This 

study could form the basis for future examination of the link between watershed management, 

estuarine systems and ecosystem health.  
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Chapter 1: Sources of pollution in estuarine ecosystems, their impacts on the dynamics of 

bacterial assemblages, and mitigation strategies 

 

Abstract 

Estuaries are among the most biologically productive ecosystems. They are major sources of 

shellfish and finfish. Estuaries are also essential in larval and juvenile fish recruitment. Eighty 

percent of seafood harvested in the USA from 2000 to 2004 was from estuarine ecosystems. 

They are also important destinations for recreational activities, and serve as migratory routes. 

Estuaries play important roles in the economy as sites for harbors. Estuarine ecosystem 

functioning is influenced by complex biotic and abiotic processes. These ecosystems face strong 

and rapid changes, from both anthropogenic activities and natural perturbations. Estuaries 

unfortunately also act as sinks for heavy metals, sediment, pesticides, antibiotics and antibiotic 

resistance genes, wet and dry atmospheric gaseous pollutants, and bacteria and nutrient loads 

from anthropogenic and natural sources. Nutrient loads can induce harmful algal blooms leading 

to disturbance of the ecosystem dynamics. Estuaries also offer ideal conditions for the mobility 

and acquisition of antibiotic resistance genes. Antibiotic resistance genes can be incorporated 

into mobile genetic elements such as plasmids and transposons and spread to resident bacteria. 

Pathogenic and antibiotic resistant microbes in estuaries pose ecosystem health risks due to their 

potential to persist and thrive, altering microbial dynamics in the ecosystem. This review chapter 

explores the major ecological roles of estuaries, as well as major sources of estuarine pollution 

and their impacts, especially to bacterial assemblages and ends by discussing key pollution 

management strategies.  
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Introduction 

What are estuaries? 

  

The term ‘estuary’ is derived from a Latin word, aestuarium, which means marsh or 

channel (Merriam-Webster, 1979). The word aestuarium, in itself is derived from aestus, 

meaning tide or billowing movement (Merriam-Webster, 1979). Estuaries are coastal 

ecosystems that can be partially enclosed, with either intermittent or permanent openings to the 

sea, and which receive input from the watershed, thus maintaining typically less salinity than 

that of the natural sea. However, estuaries also can become hypersaline during dry spells due to 

evaporation and decreased water input (Day, 1980; Elliott and McLusky, 2002; Potter et al., 

2010; Pritchard, 1967). Like many other ecosystems, estuaries are defined in terms of their 

chemistry, physics, biology, geographic nature and socio-economic context (Elliott and 

McLusky, 2002; Pritchard, 1967). Estuaries are dynamic and unique coastal ecosystems, with 

those in southern Africa and along south-western Australia being characterized by hypersaline 

conditions during dry periods (Day, 1980; Potter et al., 2010; Pritchard, 1967).  

 

Types of estuaries  

Estuaries are classified based on  their geological origin (Perillo, 1995) and how saltwater 

and fresh water mix in them. Estuaries formed by glaciation scouring like Glacier Bay in Alaska 

or Geiranger in Norway are called fjords. Drowned river valley estuaries like Chesapeake and 

Narragansett Bays are a result of rise in sea levels (Perillo, 1995). Those that are formed due to 

the sinking of land caused by earthquakes that leads to the formation of water filled basins like 

the San Francisco and Monterey Bays in California are called tectonic estuaries (Valle-Levinson, 

2011). Mobile Bay in Alabama was formed from the rise of sea level. As a result, incised valleys 
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were filled with sediment and sea debris, followed by regression of the sea that moved the sand 

seawards (Kindinger, 1988). 

Estuarine water circulation helps to further classify estuaries (Valle-Levinson, 2011). 

Water circulation is determined by factors such as shape of the basin, tides, wind and river flow. 

Some estuaries form a salt wedge (e.g. Columbia and Hudson estuaries at their mouths). Some 

are termed as well-mixed (e.g. Delaware Bay) while others are partially mixed estuaries (e.g. 

Puget Sound and San Francisco Bay) (Valle-Levinson, 2011). Some estuaries like Mobile Bay 

are termed bar-built estuaries, formed when sand spits or barrier islands form across an 

embayment. 

 

Role of estuaries 

Estuaries support high rates of metabolism and primary production because of their high 

diversity of organisms and organic carbon from both land and ocean sources (Cloern et al., 

2014). Estuaries are characterized by high densities of microbial assemblages, planktonic 

organisms, benthic flora and fauna, as well as nekton (Kennish, 2002). Estuaries are sources of 

shellfish, including shrimp, oyster, and blue crab (Rashleigh et al., 2009; Smith et al., 2010) and 

many types of finfish (Elliott and Hemingway, 2002). Shrimp fisheries are the most valuable 

commercial fishery in the USA (Voorhees et al., 2011). From 2000 to 2004, 68% by value of 

commercial fish in the USA were from estuaries. Similarly, 80% of the fish harvested in the 

USA were from estuarine ecosystem (Lellis-Dibble et al., 2008).  

Estuarine ecosystems serve as spawning and nursery sites, as well as migration routes for 

birds and other organisms (Elliott and Hemingway, 2002). Migratory routes include those that 

enable fish that feed in sea (e.g. pacific lampreys) to migrate to their spawning sites in rivers. It 
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also permits those that spawn in oceans (e.g. eel species of the genus Anguilla) to migrate to 

freshwater habitats where they will grow (Elliott et al., 2007; McDowall, 1997).  

Estuarine ecosystems play important roles in nutrient cycling (Flindt et al., 1999). The seagrass 

and phytoplankton in estuaries store, modify and reallocate nutrients such as nitrogen and 

phosphorus. Estuaries help maintain and regulate healthy nutrient dynamics. Estuaries help keep 

the right balance of below and above-ground nutrient ratios, depending on the amounts and 

status of nutrients. Estuaries sequester or store carbon, reducing excess CO2 in the atmosphere, 

mitigating the effects of climate change.  

Estuaries also provide recreational benefits and are common sites of ports (Ridgway and 

Shimmield, 2002). Estuaries act as buffer zones as they filter out pollutants such as antibiotics, 

herbicides, pesticides, sediment and heavy metals before they enter into seas from terrestrial 

ecosystems (Dyer, 1995; Perillo, 1995). Because of this, there is hardly any estuary that exists in 

its natural condition, as they are rapidly being altered and degraded (Dyer, 1995).  

More than 3 billion people live within 200 km of the coastline, putting it at a high risk of 

pollution that can alter the dynamics of microbial assemblages (Vignesh et al., 2014). By 2025, 

the coastal human population is expected to approach 6 billion, further impacting estuarine 

ecosystems due to habitat loss, declining biodiversity and altered dynamics of microbial 

processes (Kennish, 2002; Vignesh et al., 2014). Coastal ecosystems, including estuaries are 

losing approximately 4,740 acres annually, further complicating their ecosystem function 

potential (Lellis-Dibble et al., 2008).  

Like in any ecosystem, the disturbance of estuaries alters their functions and regulations, 

leading to health complications (Gavrilescu et al., 2015; Hanski et al., 2012; Rook, 2013; 

Turnbaugh et al., 2009). As a coastal ecosystem, estuaries are among the most heavily impacted 
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by pollutants of anthropogenic origin (Kennish, 2002; Kennish, 2016). A study examining 138 

estuaries in USA determined that 84 of them were highly eutrophic (Bricker et al., 2008). This 

was attributed to nitrogen and phosphorus loads, accelerated coastal development and increased 

agricultural activities (Fertig et al., 2014; Howarth et al., 2002). In Florida’s Lake Okeechobee, 

33 square miles of the lake were covered in algal blooms in the summer of 2016, leading to poor 

water quality. The algal blooms were also detected in West Florida Shelf using satellite imagery 

(El-Habashi et al., 2016). Algal blooms were attributed to pollution from phosphorus and 

nitrogen fertilizers from the farmlands.  

Pollutants jeopardize ecosystem health and the vitality of estuaries (Fleming et al., 2014; 

Mallin et al., 2000). Microbes are major drivers of biogeochemical processes (Sunagawa et al., 

2015), and their structure and functional diversity are affected by multiple stressors (Amalfitano 

et al., 2015; Jokiel, 2015; Mitchell et al., 2015; Reed and Martiny, 2013). These stressors 

include:  

 

Nutrients and other chemical pollutants 

Water-borne pollutants such as fertilizers, pesticides, sewage, antibiotics and manure 

create associated risks to estuarine systems such as eutrophication, hypoxia or anoxia, and 

bioaccumulation of toxins. Nutrients and chemical pollutants can also support biofilm-forming 

pathogens including Aeromonas hydrophila, Salmonella spp., Vibrio spp. and Listeria 

monocytogenes in coastal systems, potentially contaminating seafood, causing disease outbreaks 

as well as the spread of antibiotic resistance genes (ARGs) (Mizan et al., 2015; Nogales et al., 

2011). Bacteria form biofilms that enhance their survival and persistence on biotic and abiotic 

surfaces (Teschler et al., 2015), such as on mineral particles suspended in the water column in 
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estuaries. Estuaries are known to contain more than half the total community of particle-attached 

bacteria that occur in aquatic ecosystems (Simon et al., 2002). Oysters, shrimps and crabs also 

are commonly contaminated by biofilm-forming pathogens, including Vibrio parahaemolyticus, 

Vibrio cholerae, Salmonella and Listeria strains (Aagesen et al., 2013; Norhana et al., 2010; 

Reguera and Kolter, 2005; Teschler et al., 2015). 

The introduction of nutrients in the form of fertilizers has deleterious effects that include 

eutrophication, leading to algal blooms that block sunlight from reaching aquatic vegetation, thus 

causing eventual loss of seagrass habitats as well as decreased coastal biodiversity (Dumont et 

al., 2005). Algal blooms are due to increased algae biomass as a consequence of their increased 

growth or physical aggregation, with harmful effects to the ecosystem (Glibert, 2016). Harmful 

algal blooms (HABs) are detrimental to human and marine health due to paralytic shellfish 

toxins (Glibert et al., 2008). HABs levels in coastal ecosystems coincide with elevated levels of 

fertilizer application in agriculture (Glibert et al., 2001; Trainer et al., 2007). The associated 

hypoxic conditions (<2 mg L
-1

 of dissolved oxygen) are registered at the mouths of rivers, 

implying anthropogenic origin (Van Der Zwaan, 2000; Zhu et al., 2011). Sometimes, eutrophic 

estuarine ecosystems can enter anoxic conditions, which is further detrimental to ecosystem 

health. 

An anoxic environment contains no to very little free oxygen, as opposed to an anaerobic 

one which is totally devoid of molecular oxygen. However, anoxic environments can contain 

atomic oxygen bound in compounds such as nitrate (NO3), nitrogen dioxide (NO2), and sulfites 

(SO3) (Diaz, 2016; Elgamal, 2016). In the presence of anthropogenic activity, hypoxia or anoxia 

can lead to dead zones (Diaz, 2016). 
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Sediment and heavy metals 

Estuaries act as sinks for heavy metals and sediment (Chen et al., 2013; Nesme et al., 

2014; Ridgway and Shimmield, 2002) that aid in the co-selection of antibiotic resistance (AR) 

genes in resident microbial organisms (Baker-Austin et al., 2006; De Souza et al., 2006; Seiler 

and Berendonk, 2012). For instance, the selective effect of heavy metals on antibiotic resistance 

has revealed that the presence of heavy metals like arsenate, zinc and copper fortifies resistance 

against tetracycline (see adopted Fig. 1.1) (Chen et al., 2015). This is due to the shared structural 

and functional mechanisms (Baker-Austin et al., 2006) involved in both antibiotic resistance and 

heavy metal resistance. For instance, resistance to Cu
++

 is via reduction in cell membrane 

permeability, activation of metal efflux pumps, alteration of cellular targets, and sequestration, 

with determined co-selection and cross-resistance to commonly used antibiotics (Baker-Austin et 

al., 2006). This could be due antibiotic resistance and heavy metal resistance genes being 

harbored on same the plasmid, allowing them to undergo combined transmission (Hasman and 

Aarestrup, 2002). Enterococcus faecium isolates that have the tcrB gene (which offers copper 

resistance) have been found to also contain tetM (tetraclyline) and erm(B) (macrolide) antibiotic 

resistance genes (Amachawadi et al., 2013). Antibiotic resistance increases in bacteria due to the 

synergistic effects of heavy metals exposure that threatens ecosystem and human health, via 

horizontal gene transfer (Dröge et al., 1999; Zhou et al., 2015). 

There are many sources of heavy metals, including industrial activities like mining, fossil 

fuel combustion, shipping, groundwater discharges and atmospheric deposition (Baquero et al., 

2013; Kennish, 2016). Additionally, analysis of sediment for heavy metal concentrations has 

revealed a diffusion pattern from land to sea, revealing input from mines, industries and urban 
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development, further emphasizing anthropogenic contribution (Ip et al., 2007; Morton and 

Blackmore, 2001).  

The input of sediments into  estuarine systems is facilitated by human activities along the 

coastline, and hastened by the removal of vegetation to pave the way for coastal development 

projects (Kennish, 2002, 2008).In addition, sediments are a richer source of bacteria than water 

due to aggregation and flocculation, a process influenced by physical, chemical, and biological 

factors that leads to the formation of larger particles in estuarine ecosystems (Marquez, 2016; 

Vignesh et al., 2014). Sediment surfaces have bacteria cell densities of about 10
9
 cells/g (Parkes 

et al., 2000; Vignesh et al., 2014). In some cases, bacterial counts are up to ten-fold higher in 

sediments compared to in the water column (Vignesh et al., 2014). The density of bacteria in the 

water column varies from 10
4
 to 5 × 10

6 
cells mL

-1
(Azam et al., 1983).  

Heavy metals (e.g. cadmium, lead, copper, mercury and zinc) impact the structure and 

dynamics of microbial assemblages in estuaries (Baquero et al., 2013; Yang et al., 2015; Zhou et 

al., 2015). Antibiotic resistant microbes, pathogens and those involved in nitrogen-cycling (thus 

relieving the nitrogen loads in estuarine systems), are structured by heavy metals (Schets et al., 

2011; Yang et al., 2015). Ammonia oxidizers that are key in sediment compositing are also 

structured by heavy metals (Stephen et al., 1999; Yan et al., 2015). Controlling heavy metal 

pollution will help curb selection pressure, and minimize the spread of antibiotic resistance 

determinants (ARDs) due to co-selection and cross-resistance, and avert impacts on nutrient 

cycling (Baker-Austin et al., 2006; Yang et al., 2015; Zhou et al., 2015).  
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Oil spills and related waste chemicals  

Industrial wastes, such as from coal mines and oil spills, have huge ecological 

consequences. The Deepwater Horizon (DH) oil spill in the Gulf of Mexico was transported into 

the shorelines, with profound impacts on the abundance of resident bacterial assemblages 

(Kostka et al., 2011). Industrial wastes and oil spills also cause carcinogenic and neurotoxic 

effects on  marine life as well as altering microbial dynamics (Chandra et al., 2013). The normal 

heavy metal constituents of crude oil include nickel, copper, vanadium, cadmium and lead (Osuji 

and Onojake, 2004; Van Hamme et al., 2003). Hydrocarbon-contaminated environments thus can 

select for heavy metal resistant bacteria, which due to co-selection and cross-selection, also lead 

to antibiotic resistance (Baker-Austin et al., 2006; Mathe et al., 2012; Zhou et al., 2015).  

Estuarine organisms also are carriers of potentially pathogenic microbes (Snieszko, 

1974). These microbes are asymptomatic because of robust host immune systems. The toxic 

effects of oil and associated stressors like polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs) enable 

pathogenicity that threatens the survival of immunocompromised hosts (Snieszko, 1974; 

Whitehead, 2013). Resident species are exposed to sublethal concentrations of oil that can 

remain/persist in sediment, further increasing their sensitivity to stress and decreasing the 

recovery rates of resident species to pathogens over a long period of time (Culbertson et al., 

2008). Similarly, resident host organisms (such as crabs) in oil-polluted environments have slow 

growth and feeding rates, leading to small body sizes and short shell sizes in both the short and 

long term, relative to those in non-polluted areas (Culbertson et al., 2008).  

Hydrocarbons elicit physiological responses from resident microbes, and enrich for those 

that have the catabolic potential to use it as carbon source, thus altering the composition and 

functional diversity of  ecosystems (Van Hamme et al., 2003). Adaptive responses include 
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mechanisms and surface alterations in the presence of petroleum substrates that select for 

Gammaproteobacteria and Acinetobacter bacterial strains (Kostka et al., 2011). Enrichment of 

specific phyla alters the taxonomic and functional diversity of the impacted coastal ecosystem 

(Kostka et al., 2011; Van Hamme et al., 2003).  

 

Gaseous pollutants 

Although mostly neglected in studies, atmospheric nitrogen deposition contributes 20-

40% of the total nitrogen flux in coastal ecosystems (Pryor and Sorensen, 2002). Apart from 

nutrient loading and sedimentation, some pollutants in estuarine systems are gaseous including 

CO2, SO2, CH4 and NO2 (Fig. 1.2). A few studies have determined the impact of gaseous 

pollutants on environments in the Atlantic Ocean, Baltic Sea and Mediterranean Sea, as well as 

in terrestrial areas, in terms of their contributions of excess nutrients (Adon et al., 2010; Diesch 

et al., 2012; Paerl, 1997).  

Methane (CH₄) production plays a key role in the carbon cycle (Song, 2013). Biologically 

generated CH4 acts as a greenhouse gas, twenty-five times more potent than carbon dioxide 

(CO2) (Song, 2013). Methane gas concentrations in eutrophic estuarine ecosystems increase in 

summer (Gelesh et al., 2016). CH4 leads to increased ocean acidification, causing altered food 

webs and biodiversity (Biastoch et al., 2011; Griffin, 2014). Dissolved oxygen, CH4 and 

temperature have been found to be strongly associated, and could be used to predict 

eutrophication levels (Gelesh et al., 2016). As temperature and salinity increase, dissolved 

oxygen saturation decreases (Deacutis, 2016). In the Gulf of Mexico, for which Mobile Bay is an 

inlet, CH4 is strongly correlated (positively) with the relative abundance of cyanobacteria in the 

water column (Rakowski et al., 2015).  
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Emphasis needs to be put on investigating gaseous pollutants, because of their continuous 

increase in the atmosphere, which prompts many questions regarding sources, sinks and 

consequences (Nisbet et al., 2014). Monitoring these gaseous pollutants and analyzing their 

impact on coastal ecosystems is now possible via satellite imagery and data extraction 

techniques, and should be examined in more detail for their long-term impacts on estuarine 

ecosystem functioning and climate change (Cronin, 2016). Climate change is not influenced by 

anthropogenic activities alone, but also by glaciation, variation in earth’s orbit, volcanism and 

plate tectonic processes (Cronin, 2016).  

 

Acidification  

Acidification is the reduction of the pH of oceans, estuaries and other bodies of water 

over a long period of time, primarily due to uptake of CO2 from the atmosphere. Anthropogenic 

emission of carbon dioxide (CO2) from industries (Brierley and Kingsford, 2009; Joint et al., 

2011) contribute towards global temperature increase, reduced surface seawater pH and changes 

in weather patterns that lead to rising sea levels, which threaten ecosystem integrity (Brierley and 

Kingsford, 2009; Maynard et al., 2015) via altered dispersal patterns,  seawater carbonate 

chemistry and species interactions (Doney et al., 2012; Joint et al., 2011; Sunagawa et al., 2015). 

Experiments simulating the effect of increased temperature and acidification reveal that biofilm 

forming bacteria are more resistant than non-biofilm formers and may lead to control strategies 

being inefficient (Norhana et al., 2010). There are strong suggestions that climate change can 

alter environmental conditions and distribute estuarine associated bacteria such as Vibrios to 

higher latitudes, leading to increased water- borne infections as well as disease outbreaks that 

will affect marine life (Baker-Austin et al., 2013; Maynard et al., 2015). There have been reports 
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linking increased incidences of human infections from pathogenic Vibrio spp. to elevated water 

temperatures (Schets et al., 2011; Sterk et al., 2015).  

Estuarine integrity is influenced by climate change, which in turn influences marine 

processes like oceanic waves and winds, riverine nutrients, toxins and sedimentation (Malham et 

al., 2014; Zhang et al., 2015). The rise in sea level and increased salinity leads to saltwater 

intrusion, causing low species diversity (Junot et al., 2015), indicative of a stressed and 

unhealthy environment. An unhealthy environment ensues because salinity gradient is a key 

factor in influencing microbial composition (Reed and Martiny, 2013).  

Estuarine health is inextricably entwined with warming oceans, which in turn influence 

ecosystem health directly or indirectly via emerging pathogens and poor quality of sea food  

(Jutla et al., 2011; Malham et al., 2014; McCartney et al., 2015) (Fig. 1.1). The pleiotropic 

impacts of a degraded environment will result in degraded human recreational environments as 

well.  

 

Invasive species 

Pollution of estuaries by invasive species is described as the introduction of nuisance 

plants, fungi, bacteria and animals that are non-native to the ecosystem. In one year alone, 10 

billion tons of oceanic water is transferred using ballast water. About 10,000 non-native species 

are being introduced to new locations via ballast water at any given moment (Bax et al., 2003). 

Most of these organisms thrive in estuaries, altering these ecosystems.  

Invasive macroscopic species such as the ctenophore Mnemiopsis leidyi devastate 

invaded ecosystems because they modify native environments by constant eating and spawning 

coupled with their mobility. The impact of M. leidyi as a super-invasive organism has most 
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notoriously been observed in the Black Sea (1980s) (Zaika and Sergeyeva, 1990) and, Caspian 

Sea (1999) (Ivanov et al., 2000), and more recently in the Baltic Sea (2006) (Hansson, 2006; 

Jaspers et al., 2011). Mnemiopsis has induced reductions in the available protein to human 

populations of the Black Sea and  Caspian Sea, leading to untold economic damage to the 

Turkish fisheries industry in  excess of 43 billion $US (Kideys, 2002). Mnemiopsis¸ as a 

voracious predator further contributed to eutrophication through indirectly increasing the 

phytoplankton biomass and primary productivity by consuming zooplankton. 

The success of many marine invasive species is in part due to their high rates of 

reproduction and spread (Drake et al., 2007; McCallum et al., 2003). For instance, as a microbial 

vector, M. leidyi is a hermaphrodite with daily egg production of up to 14, 000 eggs combined 

with fast growth rates (Jaspers et al., 2011; Kremer, 1976), thus potentially spreading associated 

microbes at rapid rate. Invasive species also impact the structure and functions of coastal 

ecosystems such as estuaries, by influencing the population structures of native species (Drake et 

al., 2007; Ojaveer and Kotta).  

 

Microorganisms and antibiotic resistance genes 

The United States Environmental Protection Agency (USEPA) has classified 

microorganisms and ARGs as emerging pollutants, meaning that there is no existing regulatory 

status for them (Qiu et al., 2016). Estuaries are susceptible to microbial bioinvasions from fecal 

coliform bacteria, enteric pathogens, enteroviruses and soil bacteria that threaten ecosystem 

biodiversity, negatively impacting fishing and tourism industries (Anil, 2006; Bax et al., 2003; 

Drake et al., 2007; Ivanov et al., 2000; Kideys, 2002; Lipp et al., 2001). 
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Agricultural, chemical and metallic industries are the major industrial contributors to  

estuarine pollution (Sousa et al., 2008). A study investigating tetracycline resistance reservoirs 

and resistant bacteria in estuarine ecosystems revealed that  resistance could be associated with 

both anthropogenic and indigenous estuarine bacteria (Dang et al., 2008). Non-native antibiotic 

resistance bacteria enter estuarine ecosystems from animal and human sources as well as others 

(Fig. 1.3) and through horizontal gene transfer, where their genes are spread to resident bacteria. 

Resident bacteria also contain ARGs. An increase in resistant bacterial load also occurs due to 

introduced antibiotics from industries, farms, manure, and hospitals (Baquero et al., 2008; Yan et 

al., 2013). The occurrence of pathogens, antibiotic residues, ARDs and other pharmaceuticals in 

coastal environments is a major concern because of their biological effects on marine animals 

and as source of recreational infections (Baquero et al., 2008; Hatje, 2016). This is amplified 

through mobile genetic elements, giving rise to an increase of resistance phenotypes in estuarine 

ecosystems (Baquero et al., 2013).  

Antibiotic resistance genes from the watershed can be inserted into mobile genetic 

elements such as plasmids, transposons and integrons, and spread to resident bacteria in estuarine 

ecosystems, turning them into antibiotic resistant strains (Baquero et al., 2008). Integrons are not 

mobile, and the mobility of the ARGs on them is transmitted using plasmids and transposons 

(Baquero et al., 2013). Due to selective pressure and genetic adaptation, antibiotics and ARGs 

shape bacteria assemblages (Schaefer et al., 2009).  

More than 90% of bacterial strains isolated from seawater are resistant to more than one 

antibiotic, with 20% being resistant at least to five antibiotics (Martinez, 2003). Antibiotic-

resistant bacteria have been isolated from estuarine sediments, water, fish, Atlantic bottlenose 

dolphins (Tursiops truncatus) that inhabit estuarine ecosystems, and many other organisms 
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(Aguirre and Lutz, 2004; Dang et al., 2008; Schaefer et al., 2009). The antibiotic resistant 

bacteria isolated include those belonging to Enterobacteriaceae, Pseudomonadaceae, 

Vibrionaceae, Halomonadaceae, Pseudoalteromonadaceae, Rhodobacteraceae, and 

Shewanellaceae bacteria. Some of the isolated Vibrio spp. are pathogenic to green turtles. 

Staphylococcus aureus (MRSA), among other antibiotic resistant bacteria species, have been 

isolated from bottlenose dolphins inhabiting the estuarine waters of Indian River Lagoon, 

Florida, USA. The key processes of transportation of the pathogenic bacteria from the watershed 

are not well known (Ferguson et al., 2003), however, the ripple effects are (Fig. 1.4). One of the 

known processes is via the use of particles to which bacteria become attached (Ferguson et al., 

2003). In seafood, persistence of bacterial contaminants is partly due to type I pili, type IV pili 

and flagellar structures with adhesive properties (Aagesen et al., 2013). Some pili (hair-like 

structures in bacteria) are toxin co-regulated pili (TCP) and are essential in intestinal 

colonization (Reguera and Kolter, 2005). 

Due to a lack of barriers, bacteria in marine ecosystems also spread rapidly and can 

survive outside of hosts for long periods during their dispersion (McCallum et al., 2003; Schets 

et al., 2011). Enteric bacteria in coastal ecosystems become resistant by entering a stationary 

phase and avoiding the susceptible exponential growth phase (Rozen and Belkin, 2001). 

Molecular mechanisms that help in the survival of enteric organisms include the mutation of 

RNA polymerase, sigma S (rpoS) which helps in the regulation of stress response genes (Rozen 

and Belkin, 2001).  
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Assessment and pollution control in estuarine ecosystems  

Estuaries, like other coastal ecosystems, are maintained by the flow of energy through 

biological networks, where species are linked directly or indirectly and contribute towards 

ecosystem structure and function (Doney et al., 2012). The health of this ecosystem is vital, as it 

is source of seafood and recreation, and is key in biogeochemical cycles. Estuarine systems face 

strong and rapid change, as a result of anthropogenic activities, climate change and natural 

perturbations, making assessment and pollution control is important in ensuring that ecosystem 

health is maintained (Bauer et al., 2013; Reed and Martiny, 2013). 

Biomarkers or sentinel species can be used for the assessment of pollution impacts in 

estuarine systems (Aguirre and Lutz, 2004). An example is green turtles (Chelonia mydas), from 

which pathogenic Vibrio spp. have been isolated (Arena et al., 2014; Zavala-Norzagaray et al., 

2015). Turtles are threatened by anthropogenic stresses and are susceptible to both heavy metal 

pollution and pathogenic bacteria, which also have the potential to cause human disease (Aguirre 

and Lutz, 2004; Arena et al., 2014; Kim and Carlson, 2007). Bottlenose dolphins have also been 

recommended as sentinels, because cultures of methicillin-resistant Staphylococcus aureus 

(MRSA) isolated from them have demonstrated resistance patterns against penicillins, 

macrolides, phenicol and tetracycline antibiotics (Schaefer et al., 2009).  

Other ways of measuring potential pollution include assessment of indicators such as 

nutrient and sediment loads delivered into the bay, and the status of chemical contaminant effects 

on living organisms (Hershner et al., 2007). Albeit mostly overlooked, environmental health and 

integrity is dependent upon the assessment and maintenance of the appropriate diversity of 

microbial assemblages, and how the microbial assemblages may re-organize themselves in the 

face of natural and anthropogenic perturbations (Mitchell et al., 2015; Park et al., 2014; Yang et 
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al., 2015). The measurement of diversity, including microbial diversity, acts as an indicator of 

the wellbeing of the environment (Stephen et al., 1999). This can be studied on temporal and or 

spatial scales. It is critical to understand how seasonal changes drive the dynamics of microbial 

assemblages and how shifts in dynamics impact the overall integrity of coastal environments 

(Fleming et al., 2014; Mariita et al., 2015). This type of information will provide stakeholders 

with critical information on the safest use of the coastline and a better understanding of its 

microbial dynamics. 

Another way to protect estuarine ecosystems is by protecting salt marshes and coastal 

grass species such as Spartina maritima. This grass species helps modify nutrients such as 

phosphorus and nitrates, minimizing their presence in the water column, and thus reducing 

chances of algal blooms (Sousa et al., 2008). S. maritima has been observed to allocate a higher 

concentration of nitrogen to leaves during photosynthetic activities, because nitrogen supports 

metabolic processes. This minimizes the presence of nitrogen in the water column, thus reducing 

eutrophication, which is one of the principal agents of ecosystem change. 

One way of monitoring ecosystem health is by the use of high throughput nucleotide 

sequencing methods, which can detect the taxonomic composition of bacterial assemblages and 

the types of ARDs present (Port et al., 2012). Source tracking technologies can be applied to 

detect potential origins of microbial contaminants and their associated ARDs (Koike et al., 

2007). Promising methods involving real-time PCR (TaqMan) have been developed for this 

purpose (Baker-Austin et al., 2010; Ebdon et al., 2004; Koike et al., 2007). Some methods have 

been optimized to distinguish fecal bacteria according to their host source (Ebdon et al., 2004; 

Lamendella et al., 2009). 
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Given the risks associated with pollution of estuarine systems to food security and 

ecosystem health, it is paramount to control the levels of pollution in these coastal ecosystems to 

ensure that biogeochemical cycles based on microbial action are maintained (El Bour, 2016). 

This involves controlling industrial emissions that disturb weather patterns  and which 

subsequently  impact marine organisms and coastal systems (Brierley and Kingsford, 2009),as 

well as  inactivation of sediment loads that could introduce pathogens into estuaries (Ferguson et 

al., 2003). Activities that lead to increased temperatures, acidification, nutrient loads and 

ecosystem regime changes all need to be mitigated (Brierley and Kingsford, 2009). A reduction 

of CO2 and various nitrogen oxide (NOx) emissions will be important in controlling regime shifts 

in these vital coastal ecosystems (Brierley and Kingsford, 2009). 

The control of pollution has to involve strategies that will help reduce nitrogen and 

phosphorus loading to coastal ecosystems. Among these strategies is aid and encouragement to 

farmers and homeowners to practice best nitrogen and phosphorus management practices, which 

will reduce runoffs and but still yield the best results (Buzicky et al., 1983; Mitsch et al., 2001). 

There is a positive correlation between the total concentration of antibiotics in water emanating 

from the watershed, and dissolved organic carbon and nutrients (Yan et al., 2013). High 

concentrations of antibiotic residues and nutrients pose a threat to organisms in estuaries and 

alter the dynamics of resident bacterial assemblages. This calls for risk assessment and tracking 

of major sources of pollution.  

Nutrient runoff and antibiotic resistant bacteria mostly affect coastal ecosystems through 

rivers, so it will be important to have off-site nitrogen sinks and riparian buffers to trap  

antibiotic resistant bacteria between  rivers and agricultural settings, and to control the drainage 

into coastal ecosystems (Ferguson et al., 2003; Osborne and Kovacic, 1993). Since municipal 
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wastewater is a primary source of nitrogen, it is recommended to apply tertiary treatment and use 

marshes that act as sinks to reduce the level of nutrients reaching coastal ecosystems 

(Guardabassi et al., 2002; Mitsch et al., 2001; Vymazal, 2010). Tertiary treatment will also to 

reduce antimicrobial resistant bacteria being released into the watershed from industries, farms, 

hospitals and municipal sewages (Guardabassi et al., 2002). Heavy metal pollution in estuarine 

ecosystems from industrial waters could also be processed for removal using constructed 

wetlands that  act as sinks (Dunbabin and Bowmer, 1992).  

We need to move beyond being concerned only about nutrient enrichment through the 

waterways that flow into coastal ecosystems, and also to curb the gaseous pollutants that 

contribute to acidification and eutrophication (Gelesh et al., 2016; Rakowski et al., 2015). 

Controls on atmospheric NOx (NO + NO2) and SOx (SO + SO2) emissions from automobile and 

marine vessels is achievable through emission control strategies (Dunbabin and Bowmer, 1992). 

Among them should be vehicle emission inspection in states like Alabama, which have not 

incorporated them as part of automobile inspections (Schuster et al., 2004). International treaties 

with countries like China will also help curb the disturbing  trend of acidification in coastal 

ecosystems due to atmospheric pollutants (Zhao et al., 2013).  

Regulation of microbial bioinvasions can be achieved by monitoring bacteria and 

treatment of ballast water, as well as by reprimanding and banning vessels that break 

internationally established protocols (Maranda et al., 2013; Tryland et al., 2010). Killing invasive 

species in ship ballast water using hydroxyl radicals has been recommended. A pilot study 

revealed that this method kills bacteria, algae and protozoans within 2.67 seconds if the hydrogen 

radical concentration is 0.63 mL
-1

(Bai et al., 2005). This method involves processes that produce 
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hydroxyl radicals  and  induce a series of reactions that kill the organisms, reducing them to CO2, 

water and inorganic salts (Bai et al., 2005).  

Co-selection and cross resistance between heavy metals due to shared regulatory 

responses means that we have to monitor both heavy metal and antibiotic pollution together 

(Baker-Austin et al., 2006). The abundance and distribution of ARGs can be quantified using 

LC-MS/MS (Xu et al., 2015), which have been used to monitor levels of pollution in an effluent-

receiving river in China, and detected antibiotic pollutants including tetracycline, sulfonamide 

and quinolone. That study similarly employed quantitative PCR, and detected relatively high 

concentrations of different types of tetracycline (tetA, tetB, tetW, tetZ, and tetM), sulfonamide 

(sul1, sul2 and sul3) as well as quinolone (gryA, parC, qnrC and qnrD) genes. Rapid screening of 

heavy metals and trace elements to detect pollution hotspots is possible using progressive 

methods including portable X-ray fluorescence spectrometer. 

 X-ray fluorescence spectrometer can be used for the analysis of heavy metals and trace 

elements in water (McComb et al., 2014). An X-ray fluorescence spectrometer, which is non-

destructive, has been used to study hot spots in 119 estuaries, with limited sample preparation 

(Butler et al., 2012). Other methods that can be used to assess levels of heavy metal pollution 

include an inductively coupled plasma optical emission spectrometer (ICP-OES) and inductively 

coupled plasma mass spectrometry (ICP-MS). The ICP-OES and ICP-MS methods are 

destructive, as they involve acid-extraction of heavy metals from study samples prior to analysis.  

Monitoring of algal blooms is now feasible using satellite-retrieved data for the analysis 

of the early signs of alga blooms. The technology has been used to assess the extent of algal 

blooms in the West Florida Shelf (El-Habashi et al., 2016), and employs a Visible Infrared 

Imaging Radiometer Suite (VIIRS) to detect algal blooms. A Moderate Resolution Imaging 
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Spectroradiometer Aqua (MODIS-A) satellite has also been previously used to monitor algal 

blooms. The data from these satellites can be assessed by using among other means, such as the 

Giovanni tool (disc.sci.gsfc.nasa.gov/giovanni) (Olalekan and Malik, 2015). This tool is cheap 

and rapid, and has great potential in assessing incidences of algal blooms using high quality data.  

 

Conclusion 

Estuarine ecosystems are important for global sustainability because of their high 

productivity, roles in biogeochemical cycles, and use for recreational and transportation 

activities. Because of increased population, extreme weather events, climate change and 

pollution, estuarine ecosystem integrity is under increased threat. Pollution from nutrient loading, 

organic matter, heavy metals and other chemicals released into estuaries, leads to altered 

biogeochemical cycles, increased algal biomass, reduced dissolved oxygen and increased marine 

life mortality rates and unhealthy shifts in microbial assemblages (Álvarez-Vázquez et al., 2016). 

This compromises the water quality of estuarine systems, especially those in urban areas 

(Kennish, 2002). Compromised estuarine ecosystems cause harmful effects to both human and 

marine health. To prevent these deleterious effects, estuaries need to be monitored and pollution 

minimized through solid land use planning, controlled atmospheric deposition, and waste 

management. Policies that can prevent the mixing of pathogenic bacteria assemblages from 

industries, animals, farms with estuarine resident bacteria are encouraged (Baquero et al., 2008). 

This is achievable by incorporating pathogens into coast water management models. 
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Figure 1.1: Possible co-regulation mechanism for antibiotic resistance induced by heavy metal 

(a) Two-component signal transduction system pathway BaeRS (b) Global regulator SoxR or 

MarR pathway [Adopted from Chen et al. 2015] 
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Figure 1.2: Types of pollution and processes that impact the coastal ecosystems  

[R.M. Mariita, 2016, https://dx.doi.org/10.6084/m9.figshare.3826638.v7] 
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Figure 1.3: Cluster diagram indicating several sources of microbial contaminants and antibiotic 

resistant determinant loads in estuarine ecosystems 

  

Estuaries 
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Figure 1.4: Cycle diagram on the ripple effects of impacts of natural and anthropogenic 

perturbations to estuarine ecosystems  
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Chapter 2: A survey on the dynamics and diversity of bacterioplankton assemblages and 

antibiotic resistance determinants of an estuarine system 

 

Abstract 

Estuaries are economically important ecosystems as they are sources of shellfish and finfish and 

are popular destinations for recreational activities. Unfortunately, estuaries also act as sinks for 

heavy metals and antibiotics from natural and anthropogenic sources. From the viewpoint of 

ecosystem health, it is vital to monitor the dynamics of the bacterial assemblages and antibiotic 

resistance determinants (ARDs) in estuaries, particularly the ones heavily used by the public. 

The bacterial assemblage of Mobile Bay, Alabama, USA was investigated using shotgun 

metagenomics. The objective of this study was to compare bacterioplankton assemblages and 

ARDs in Mobile Bay between the wet, cold and dry, warm periods of the year. DNA samples 

were pooled from January and March collections, representing a wet, cold period with high 

riverine discharge and separately from August and September, which represented a dry, warm 

period with low river discharge into the bay. The results revealed high taxonomic and 

phylogenetic diversity of the bacterial assemblage during the wet, cold months, in which the 

assemblage was dominated by Proteobacteria, Actinobacteria and Bacteroidetes. In contrast, the 

dry, warm period exhibited a less diverse assemblage dominated by Cyanobacteria and 

Verrucomicrobia. Analyses of correlations in bacterial abundance with temporal variation in  

physicochemical parameters in Mobile Bay revealed that the abundances of  Cyanobacteria, 

Verrucomicrobia, Gemmatimonadetes and Proteobacteria correlated with levels of nitrogen 

dioxide, ammonium, and temperature .This is possibly due to strong influence from the 

environmental parameters. The wet, cold period also exhibited a relatively high abundance in the 

microbial assemblage of antibiotic resistance determinants (ARDs), including genes for phages 
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and prophages, pathogenicity islands, fluoroquinolone resistance, multidrug resistance (MDR) 

efflux pumps, heavy metal (arsenic and cobalt-zinc-cadmium) resistance genes. This is possibly 

due to selective pressure from pollutants from the watershed coupled with changes in 

physicochemical parameters. The present study extends our knowledge base about microbial 

assemblages in Mobile Bay, and enhances our understanding of the link between microbial 

dynamics and underlying ecosystem health based on the corresponding changes in their predicted 

functional potential.  

 

Introduction 

Estuaries are important ecological interfaces between terrestrial and marine environments 

(Sun et al., 2014). As one of the most biologically productive ecosystems (Whittaker and Likens, 

1975), they are important sources of seafood (Mitra and Zaman, 2016), including  shellfish such 

as shrimp, oyster, and blue crab (Rashleigh et al., 2009; Smith et al., 2010) as well as many types 

of finfish (Elliott and Hemingway, 2002). Estuaries are also critical for nutrient cycling (Cai, 

2011) while also providing ideal destinations for recreational activities (Mitra and Zaman, 2016). 

Mobile Bay has the 6
th

 largest watershed and represents the 4
th

 largest freshwater drainage in 

the United States (Huhtanen et al., 2014) (Fig. 1). On average, Mobile Bay is 3 meters deep and 

receives annually 4,500 million kg of suspended sediment and 56.8 km
3
 of water from a 107,000 

km
2
 drainage basin leading into the Mobile-Tensaw River Delta (Curtis et al., 1973; Smith et al., 

2013). The Mobile-Tensaw River Delta is the largest inland delta in the U.S., at 656 km
2
, with a 

catchment area of 43, 662 square miles (Howe et al., 1999; Stout et al., 1998). Tourism and 

fishing that  depend upon Mobile Bay  are important to Alabama’s economy, with about $3 
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billion of Alabama’s $9 billion travel industry coming from Baldwin and Mobile counties alone 

(Swann, 2014). 

Mobile bay receives an average 2,246 m
3
s

−1
 of water input from the watershed (Pennock et 

al., 1998) and is vulnerable to erosion and flooding during extreme weather events which occur 

between June and November each year (Zhao and Chen, 2008). Eutrophication arising from 

anthropogenic sources of pollution, in contrast, tends to be concentrated during the drier half of 

the year, from the months of June to November (Conner et al., 1989; Rabalais, 2011; Wetz and 

Yoskowitz, 2013), due to hurricanes and associated nutrients and sediment input that leads to 

short-term increased productivity (Conner et al., 1989). In addition, Mobile Bay receives over 

42,000 tons of total nitrogen each year, mostly due to land-use practices which promotes 

eutrophication and reduction of dissolved oxygen (Rashleigh et al., 2009).Pollutants and altered 

physicochemical (PC) parameters can affect the integrity of estuarine systems, leading to shifts 

in microbial assemblage structures and function (Pinckney et al., 1995). Because bacterial 

assemblages are major drivers of estuarine processes, monitoring their taxonomic composition 

and predicting their functional capacities is of great importance for understanding estuarine 

ecosystem health, especially since estuaries tend to be very urbanized coastal ecosystems (Line 

and White, 2007). Some estuarine pollutants are gases, including CO2, SO2 and NO2. Although 

many studies neglect the contribution of atmospheric nitrogen to the total nitrogen flux in coastal 

ecosystems, it can constitute as much as 20 to 40% of total nitrogen flux (Pryor and Sorensen, 

2002). Methane (CH4) leads to increased ocean acidification via bacteria driven-oxidation, 

resulting in increased carbon dioxide, and is also a sign of hypoxia or anoxic conditions in 

coastal ecosystems (Biastoch et al., 2011; Gelesh et al., 2016). Carbon dioxide together with  

methane loads can cause altered food webs and biodiversity (Biastoch et al., 2011; Griffin, 
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2014). Satellite data can be used to monitor gaseous pollutants and their impacts on aquatic 

ecosystems.  

The overarching aim of this study was to assess the diversity of bacterial assemblages and 

antibiotic resistance determinant (ARD) genes during wet, cold (January/March, with high 

riverine discharge) and dry, warm (August/September, with low riverine discharge) months, and 

to explore the potential for Mobile Bay to act as a reservoir of antibiotic resistance. The study 

also sought to test if the observed shifts in bacterial assemblages correlated with 

physicochemical variables [temperature, salinity, conductivity, pH, dissolved oxygen (DO), 

ammonium (NH4
+
), nitrogen dioxide (NO2) and methane (CH4)] in Mobile Bay. The study 

specifically targeted the taxonomic composition of microbes, and correlated those results with 

PC parameters from wet and dry months. Using publically available metagenomic data, we 

further sought to compare the taxonomic and functional potential of Mobile Bay with four other 

marine systems (Monterey, Guanabara and Botany Bays and the Western English Channel Time 

Series [WECTS]). This study adds to the knowledge of variation in the bacterial taxonomic 

composition of Mobile Bay between wet, cold and dry, warm months and is, to the best of our 

knowledge, the first to investigate its potential to harbor ARDs. Our efforts also provide insight 

into methods for monitoring this important ecosystem. 

 

Methods 

Sample collection and processing  

Surface water samples from nine collection sites (Fig. 2.1) were collected using sterile 

containers. Five hundred milliliters (0.5 liters) of raw seawater were collected at each of 9 sites 

during each of 4 sample periods, by dipping at the surface and immediately placed on ice. 

Sampling for a wet, cold (1/26/2013 and 3/14/2013) and a dry, warm (8/25/2012 and 9/23/2012) 
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period (N=4 periods) was done at N=9 sites along the bay (coordinates 30°34'59.5"N 

88°02'13.3"W, 30°29'55.5"N 88°04'05.0"W, 30°29'43.4"N 88°03'16.7"W, 30°28'22.1"N 

88°01'25.7"W, 30°25'15.7"N 88°00'33.4"W, 30°21'31.8"N 88°00'34.8"W, 30°16'32.3"N 

88°03'21.2"W, 30°17'00.7"N 88°01'20.7"W and 30°15'16.2"N 88°03'02.6"W, Fig. 2.1). The 

sampling periods were chosen depending on travel logistics and weather patterns in the bay. The 

water from all 9 sites then was pooled to obtain enough microbial DNA for analysis. Then 

pooled water samples (i.e. from the whole bay) on each date was additionally pooled for the 2 

dates in the warm, dry period and the 2 dates in the wet, cold period, resulting in 2 pooled 

samples for the warm dry period, and 2 pooled samples for the wet cold period.  

To assess the differences in the dynamics of microbial assemblages between upper bay 

and lower bay areas during wet, cold and dry warm periods, additional samples for one dated in 

January (1/26/2013) (N=3 sites) and one dated in August (8/25/2012) (N=3 sites) were collected 

(coordinates 30°29'55.5"N 88°04'05.0"W, 30°29'43.4"N 88°03'16.7"W and 30°28'22.1"N 

88°01'25.7"W for upper bay and 30°16'32.3"N 88°03'21.2"W, 30°17'00.7"N 88°01'20.7"W and 

30°15'16.2"N 88°03'02.6"W for lower bay). Again, these samples were pooled among the 3 sites 

per bay region, for a total of 1 upper and 1 lower bay sample during each of the 2 dates. 

Upon arrival at the Auburn campus (usually not more than six hours later), the raw 

seawater was resuspended by swirling and then subjected to  two-stage vacuum filtration, first 

through a 7 µm glass microfiber filter and then through a 0.2 µm polyamide filter. Both filters 

were stored at -80°C in sterile bags until DNA extraction.  

 

DNA extraction  

DNA was extracted from the 0.2 µm filters using the CTAB method (Dempster et al., 

1999). DNA quality was assessed using a NanoDrop ND-1000 Spectrophotometer (NanoDrop 
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Technologies Inc.). DNA was specifically quantified by use of a Qubit 2.0 fluorometer 

(Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA, USA). As described above, prior to library preparation, equal 

quantities of DNA from the 9 sites were added together to make one pooled sample for each of 

the seasonal periods (2 wet vs. 2 dry months’ samples). For the upper and lower bay, samples 

were also pooled together to make two sets of pooled sample for wet cold upper and lower, and 

dry, warm upper and lower.  

 

Library construction and sequencing 

DNA was size fractionated and quantified using Agilent 2100 BioAnalyzer (Agilent 

Technologies, USA). It was then fragmented and libraries prepared using a Nextera XT 2 x 250 

sequencing kit (Illumina, San Diego, CA) according to the manufacturer’s protocol. 

Quantification of the final library was performed using a Kapa quantification kit (RT-PCR) 

(Kapa Biosystems, Wilmington, MA) before loading on a MiSeq (Illumina) sequencer. For the 

upper and lower bay samples (for January and August), FC-402-4001 TruSeq® Rapid SBS Kit 

(200 cycle) and PE-402-4001 TruSeq® Rapid PE Cluster Kit were used. 

 

Quality trimming and assembly  

 

Imported sequence reads were quality trimmed using CLC Genomics Workbench 9 (CLC 

Bio Aarhus, Denmark) (Kim et al., 2013). Trimming was done to remove barcode and adapter 

sequences. Reads were then assembled using default settings. Reads for OTU clustering were 

merged prior to analysis using the Microbial Genomics Module on CLC Genomics Workbench 

9.  
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OTU clustering and diversity analysis  

Sequences were clustered into OTUs and used to estimate alpha and beta diversities in 

metagenomes using CLC Microbial Genomics Module.  For alpha diversity, taxonomic 

classification of the representative sequence for each OTU was performed against the 

Greengenes 16S rRNA database (greengenes.lbl.gov) with 97% identity cutoff (Albanese et al., 

2015). Rarefaction curves were used to represent the taxonomic relationship between the number 

of sequenced reads and the number of OTUs (Fig. 2.2a). The Shannon entropy (Shannon, 2001) 

was also calculated to confirm variation in taxonomic diversities between wet, cold and dry, 

warm months’ metagenomes. The Shannon entropy results are represented using rarefaction 

curves in Figure 2.2b. For beta diversity analysis, principal coordinates analysis (PCoA) was 

used to explain variance (%) based on the Bray-Curtis Dissimilarity Index (Bray and Curtis, 

1957). To gain insight into phylogenetic and relative relatedness of the bacterial assemblages, 

weighted UniFrac (D_0.5) was used as recommended by Lozupone et al., (Lozupone et al., 

2007b).  

 

Annotation  

For taxonomic analysis and investigation of functional characteristics within the 

metagenomes, assembled reads were uploaded to the IMG/ER (Lin et al., 2009) and MG-RAST 

(Meyer et al., 2008)  pipelines for annotation. The identification of taxonomic affiliation of 

functional genes was achieved by applying the best hit classification algorithm of the MG-RAST 

pipeline using annotations from the M5NR database (Wilke et al., 2012), using 80% identity and 

a maximum E-value cutoff of 1 × 10
-5

. The taxonomic analysis of bacterial assemblages from 

lower and upper part of Mobile Bay during the coldest (January upper and lower) and warmest 

(August upper and lower) periods was analyzed using same settings. Phylogenetic inference 

http://aem.asm.org/search?author1=Catherine+A.+Lozupone&sortspec=date&submit=Submit
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from the wet, cold and dry, warm months’ metagenomic data was used to gain insight into the 

phylogenetic diversity of the microbial assemblages. This was achieved by performing a 

maximum likelihood (ML) analysis of assembled DNA sequences using MLTreeMap (Stark et 

al., 2010) based on the Genomic Encyclopedia of Bacteria and Archaea (GEBA) phylogeny (Wu 

et al., 2009). The phylogenetic relationships within the metagenomes were inferred by alignment 

of query sequences against reference sequences.  

Results were placed into the RaxML tool following ML model parameters (Stamatakis, 

2014). For KEGG taxonomic and functional analysis, GhostKOALA (Kanehisa et al., 2016), a 

database with non-redundant sets of genes, was used to annotate amino acid sequences which 

had been predicted from assembled reads using FragGeneScan software (Rho et al., 2010). 

Functional annotation of the assembled reads was achieved by first identifying protein coding 

sequences (CDS) in the contiguous consensus sequences (contigs) using the MetaGeneMark tool 

(Besemer et al., 2001; Borodovsky and Lomsadze, 2014) in CLC Genomics 9.0 Workbench. 

CDS were then annotated with Pfam domains (pfam.xfam.org/) (Finn et al., 2016) and gene 

ontology (GO) terms (release/2016-05-18) (Consortium, 2015). CLC Genomics Workbench has 

been reported to perform the best functional annotations (Li et al., 2015), thus its use alongside 

common pipelines. 

 

Physicochemical (PC) data  

The PC parameters, including water surface (~ 20-30 cm deep) salinity, conductivity, 

temperature, pH and DO, CH4, NH4
+
 and total surface nitrogen dioxide (NO2) were extracted 

from publicly-available databases (Table 2.1). Data were extracted for the day of microbial 

assemblage sampling, and for a period 5 days before and after the sampling day, so each datum 

includes information from a total of 11 days of PC data, which were averaged to obtain mean 
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value around the microbial sampling date. The sampling was done over 11 days to capture 

short-term nutrient behavior, processing and potential regulation of dynamics of the microbial 

assemblages (Pennock et al., 1998) The data were extracted from 

http://www.mymobilebay.com/, which is curated by the Dauphin Island Sea Lab (DISL) and 

The Mobile Bay National Estuary Program, for temperature, salinity, pH, conductivity and DO, 

which were measured using a Seabird 911 conductivity, temperature and depth (CTD). The 

data for NO2 and CH4 were extracted from the NASA Giovanni Time Series version 4 

(http://giovanni.gsfc.nasa.gov/giovanni) (Acker and Leptoukh, 2007), monitored using the 

Tropospheric Emission Spectrometer (TES). TES uses infrared high resolution Fourier 

Transform Spectrometer for high spectral resolution. Historical data were used to assess 

seasonal variation in the levels of some nutrients (nitrogen, phosphate, silicate) because they 

were not available for the period during which microbial samples were taken. Data from 2010 

and 2011 from Mid Bay (MB) and Dauphin Island (DI) site (Table S2.1 in the appendix) were 

averaged to determine their seasonal relationships with the other physiochemical parameters 

and bacterial assemblages. For the historical samples, surface water samples were collected for 

nutrient analysis from the two sites, MB (n = 12), DI (n = 12) and processed by filtering 

through a 0.7 μm glass-fiber filter before analyzing the filtrate using a Skalar SAN
+
 

autoanalyzer (Whitledge et al., 1981). These historical nutrient data included seasonal levels of 

dissolved inorganic nitrogen [DIN], phosphate [PO4
3-

], dissolved organic nitrogen [DON 

(DON= total N-DIN)] and dissolved silicate [DSi]. The historical data were from monthly 

mean for January, March, July and September for 2010 and 2011. This was the only historical 

data collected in 2010 and 2011. 

http://www.mymobilebay.com/
http://giovanni.gsfc.nasa.gov/giovanni
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The physicochemical data were used for linear regression and Pearson correlation 

analyses with aspects of the microbial assemblages. Two-way ANOVA was used to analyze the 

contribution of PC parameters to the observed variability of bacterial assemblages, using 

GraphPad Prism 5 (GraphPad Software, Inc.). Differences between bacterial assemblages were 

confirmed using Jaccard similarity and Euclidean dissimilarity matrices. Dissimilarity indices 

were generated by calculating distances between bacterial assemblages combined with their 

environmental characteristics.  

 

Comparative metagenomics of Mobile Bay metagenomes with other coastal systems  

Four additional publicly available metagenomes of microbial assemblages for Monterey, 

Botany and Guanabara Bays as well as the Western English Channel Time Series (WECTS) 

were selected for comparison against Mobile Bay metagenomes. Metagenomes were compared 

as groups for both taxonomic and functional differences. The data from each metagenome were 

first annotated with M5NR (for taxonomic analysis) and SEED subsystems (for functional 

analysis) using a maximum e-value of 1 × 10
-5

, a minimum identity of 80 %, and a minimum 

alignment length of 15 amino acids for both protein and base pairs for RNA databases. The data 

were normalized to values between 0 and 1 before the comparative analysis using Past3 

(Hammer et al., 2001) and GraphPad Prism 5. Comparative analyses were displayed using 

heatmaps and dissimilarity determined by nonmetric multidimensional scaling plots based on the 

Bray-Curtis dissimilarity index. 
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Results 

 

Composition and phylogeny of bacterial assemblages  

The total filtered reads from Mobile Bay estuarine metagenomes were assigned into 42,633 

OTUs belonging to 12 bacterial Phyla, 21 Classes and 53 Genera, as revealed by comparison 

with the Greengenes database. Sequence reads, clustered at 97% similarity to avoid 

overestimation of diversity and possible sequencing errors (Huse et al., 2007), revealed that the 

January and March (wet, cold) metagenomes had a higher number of unique resolved OTUs 

when compared to the August and September (dry, warm) metagenomes (Fig. 2.2A). Calculation 

of the Shannon entropy revealed a higher alpha diversity in the wet, cold months compared to 

dry, warm months (Fig. 2.2B). 

In totality, Mobile Bay metagenomes were dominated by Proteobacteria, Cyanobacteria, 

Bacteroidetes, Firmicutes, Actinobacteria and other unclassified bacteria (Fig. 2.3A). Beta and 

gamma-Proteobacteria Classes dominated microbes in the Phylum Proteobacteria, Class 

Synechococcus dominated Phylum Cyanobacteria, Class Flavobacteriia dominated Phylum 

Bacteroidetes, Class Actinobacteria dominated Phylum Actinobacteria,  and Class Clostridia 

dominated Phylum Firmicutes, while Class ZB2 dominated the Candidate Phylum OD1 (Fig. 

2.3B).  

Specifically, OTU-based taxonomic profiling indicated that Phylum Proteobacteria dominated 

during  both wet, cold and dry, warm months (> 30% of observed taxa), but was particularly 

numerous in the wet months (Fig. 2.4A). Based on the best hit classification using MG-RAST, 

the  wet, cold and dry, warm month metagenomes combined were composed of  Acidobacteria, 

Actinobacteria, Bacteroidetes, Chlamydiae, Chlorobi, Chloflexi, Cyanobacteria, Deferribacteres, 
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Deinococcus-Thermus, Firmicutes, Fusobacteria, Gemmatimonadetes, Nitrospirae, 

Planctomycetes, Proteobacteria, Spirochaetes, Tenericutes, Verrucomicrobia and unclassified 

bacteria with varying relative abundances (Fig 2.4B). 

A multivariate analysis employing the Bray-Curtis Dissimilarity Index revealed that based on 

relative abundance, the bacterial assemblages clustered separately, although those representing 

the wet, cold months and those from dry, warm months clustered, respectively, closer to each 

other (Fig. 2.5A). PCoA based on weighted UniFrac (D_0.5), which utilizes both taxonomic and 

phylogenetic information, revealed a similar trend (Fig. 2.5B). The phylogenetic diversity was 

again higher in wet, cold months compared to dry, warm months (Fig. 2.6A). The bacterial 

assemblages in wet, cold months were more similar to each other (i.e., less intermonth 

variability) compared to dry, warm months (Fig. 2.6B). The upper and lower parts of the Mobile 

Bay were dominated by a microbial assemblage belonging mainly to the Phyla Proteobacteria 

and Actinobacteria during the coldest period (Jan.) compared to the warmest period (Aug.) (Fig. 

2.7a and 2.7b). The quantitative phylogenetic analysis using MLTreeMap revealed that 

altogether, wet, cold months had higher total diversity of different bacterial lineages relative to 

dry, warm months (Fig. 2.8a., b., c. and d.).  

 

Dominant bacterial phyla and their relationships with physicochemical parameters 

As expected, some PC parameters demonstrated strong autocorrelation (Table 2.2). NO2 

was strongly correlated with temperature and NH4
+

 possibly because tightly coupled 

relationships of biogeochemical processes and its role in ozone formation (Fisher and 

Oppenheimer, 1991; Scharko et al., 2014; Tzortziou et al., 2015).  

Linear regression analyses revealed the abundance of microbes in that Phyla 

Cyanobacteria and Proteobacteria was strongly associated with four PC parameters 
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(Temperature, DO, NH4
+
, NO2 and CH4), while Phylum Cyanobacteria, Gemmatimonadetes and 

Proteobacteria also varied with four parameters: temperature (Fig. 2.9A), DO (Fig. 2.9B), NH4
+
 

(Fig. 2.9C) and NO2 (Fig. 2.9D). Phylum Actinobacteria abundance varied only with pH (Fig. 

2.9E). The strongest observed relationship was between Phylum Cyanobacteria and CH4 

(R
2
=0.9997, p=0.0001) (Fig. 2.9F). 

Pearson correlation analyses revealed that physicochemical parameters (n=8) exhibited a 

strong relationship with shifts in the bacterial assemblages between the wet and dry months 

(Table 2.3). Apart from Phylum Proteobacteria (the most dominant) which had a strong negative 

correlation with temperature, NH4
+
, NO2, and CH4, all other phyla exhibited strong positive 

corrélations with 8 parameters (Table 2.3). Class Alphaproteobacteria had strong negative 

correlation with salinity (r=0.976, p=0.024) and conductivity (r=-0.973, p=0.027), but strong 

positive correlation with DO (r=0.984, p=0.016). Betaproteobacteria were strongly negatively 

correlated with CH4 (r=-0.999, p=0.0006), NO2 (r=-0.988, p=0.0115), NH4
+

 (r=-0.985, 

p=0.0150), and temperature (r=0.998, p=0.0016), but positively correlated with DO (r=0.968, 

P=0.0319). Gammaproteobacteria had strong negative correlations with CH4 (r=-0.968, 

p=0.032), NO2 (r=-0.980, p=0.032), NH4
+

 (r=-0.987, p=0.013), temperature (r=0.964, p=0.036), 

and conductivity (r=0.958, p=0.042), but a positive correlation with DO (r=0.965, p=0.035). 

 The relative abundance of members of the Phylum Verrucomicrobia positively 

correlated with temperature, NH4
+
 (r=0.978, p<0.05), CH4 (r=0.978, p<0.05) and NO2 (r=0.987, 

p<0.05)  Although the relative abundance of 12 other microbial taxa (Acidobacteria, Chlamydiae, 

Chlorobi, Plancomycetes, Chloflexi, Deffribacteria, Deinococcus-Thermus, Firmicutes, 

Fusobacteria, Nitrospirae, Spirochaetes and Tenericutes) did not exhibit any significant shifts 

across any of the physicochemical parameters, their abundances exhibited high correlations in 
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some cases. The salinity gradient, which is known to be a key factor in influencing microbial 

composition and structure in other environments (Lozupone and Knight, 2005; Reed and 

Martiny, 2013), was, surprisingly, not significantly associated with changes in the abundance of 

any bacterial phyla in Mobile Bay (Table 2.3). The nature of the relationships between PC 

parameters and all dominant phyla is shown in detail in Table 2.3.  

The interaction between PC parameters and bacterial assemblages at the Phylum level 

accounted for 99.71 % (p<0.0001, 2-way ANOVA) of the total variance observed. The chance of 

observing the observed variation in bacterial assemblages randomly was 0.01%. Sampling dates 

alone accounted for <0.1 % (p<0.05) of the total variance, which was insignificant. Both the 

Jaccard similarity and Euclidean Dissimilarity Indices revealed relatively closer distances 

between the two wet, cold months when combined with their environmental variables (Table 

2.4). A similar observation was made with the two dry, warm months.  

The wet, cold months were associated with historically high levels of most of the nutrient 

parameters (DIN, DON and DSi, whereas the dry, warm periods were associated with high levels 

of PO4
-3

. Historical DON had the most association with the levels of other physicochemical 

parameters (Table S2.2 in appendix). DIN had a significant correlation with Bacteroidetes, 

whereas DON had a significant relationship with Bacteroidetes, Proteobacteria, and 

Cyanobacteria (Table S2.3 in appendix, Fig. 2.9g).  

 

Functional annotation  

Analysis of the results obtained from the IMG/ER analysis showed that bacterial populations 

during the wet months carried more functional properties than those from the dry months (Table 

2.5). The wet, cold pool had almost twice as many total rRNA genes (2118) compared to dry, 

warm (1207). The same pattern was true for functional properties including protein coding 
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genes, genes with COG, Pfam and KO (KEGG Orthology). GhostKOALA CDS functional 

annotation revealed a high relative abundance of genes for cellular metabolism and processes, as 

well as environmental information processing during the wet, cold months as opposed to dry, 

warm months (Fig. 2.10). Also, functional annotation of CDS (predicted using MetaGeneMark) 

with Gene Ontology (GO) with Pfam domains on CLC Microbial Genomics Module further 

demonstrated that GO functional categories with Pfam domains were abundant during wet 

months compared to dry months (Table 2.6). An overview of the GO functions confirmed high 

abundance of those involved in metabolic, cellular and catalytic activities.  

Analysis for ARDs based on SEED subsystems also revealed a similar pattern to that 

displayed by genes for metabolism and cellular processes (Fig. 2.11). The most prevalent ARD 

genes included those for cobalt-zinc-cadmium resistance, resistance to fluoroquinolones, 

pathogenicity islands, phages and prophages. 

 

Comparative metagenomics of bacterial populations in other coastal systems 

All the coastal ecosystems used for comparative metagenomics (Monterey, Guanabara and 

Botany Bays and the WECTS) had a high relative abundance of Phylum Proteobacteria (Fig. 

2.12). Compared to the bays, the WECTS had a high relative abundance of bacteria representing 

Phylum Bacteroidetes and Cyanobacteria. This could reflect the profoundly different 

oceanographic characteristics of this location when compared to the other four marine 

ecosystems. These findings support the suggestion that bacterial assemblages could be structured 

not just by physical-chemical factors but by input sources (e.g. Bays’ input into the English 

Channel) into the system (Falcón et al., 2008; Gilbert et al., 2012). The English Channel also has 

3.5 million people along its busy coastline (Millward et al., 2015), compared to Mobile’s 

population of  slightly over 400,000 people (Tinnon, 2010). Unlike the other four estuaries, 
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Mobile Bay metagenomes distinctively contained the unique bacterial Phylum Deferribacteres, 

which can respire anaerobically and utilize iron (II) as a terminal electron acceptor (Garrity et al., 

2001). Considering the iron-rich clays of the Southeastern US and variable oxygen availability in 

the Bay, this may not be surprising. The Mobile Bay metagenomes were taxonomically most 

similar to the WECTS (R
2
=0.84, MSE=0.0132) (Fig. 2.13).  

All of the compared marine ecosystems had a high relative abundance of phages and 

prophages as well as fluoroquinolone resistance genes (Fig. 2.14). Interestingly, Botany Bay had 

the highest relative abundance of arsenic resistance and copper homeostasis genes. Mobile Bay 

also had two unique functional features; MexA-MexB-OprM Multidrug Efflux System a 

tripartite multidrug efflux system (Daury et al., 2016) and teicoplanin-resistant Staphylococcus. 

Teicoplanin-resistance is thought to be associated with both domesticated and non-domesticated 

animals as it is used to treat infections caused by Gram-positive bacteria, including those caused 

by Staphylococcus (Ghoshal et al., 2015; Li and Zhang, 2015; Trueba et al., 2006). Based on 

overall functional capabilities, the relative abundance of ARD genes in Mobile Bay was closest 

to that of Monterey Bay (R
2
=0.5186, MSE=0.0612) (Fig. 2.15). Mobile Bay had the greatest 

diversity of ARDs (n=18), followed by the WECTS (n=16).  

 

Discussion 

The high bacterial diversity and domination of the microbial assemblage by Proteobacteria, 

Bacteroidetes and Actinobacteria during the wet, cold months could be largely due to the low 

temperature during the sampling periods (Fig. 2.7a, b). (Ladau et al., 2013). This pattern may 

represent the influence of coupled PC parameters that offer ideal conditions for abundant 

microbial growth during the cold, wet periods in Mobile Bay. Our study emphasizes that 

physicochemical factors could define the observed bacterial assemblage dynamics. Low oxygen 
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levels in the warm, dry months, coupled with restricted water circulation in Mobile Bay (May, 

1973; Kyeong Park et al., 2007; Schroeder & Wiseman, 1988) could partly explain the observed 

taxonomic and functional shifts of the bacterial assemblages, because this would be expected to 

have significant impacts on methane generation. For instance, in the Chesapeake Bay, DO, CH4 

and temperature have been found to have a strong association with each other, with CH4 

concentrations increasing during anoxic conditions and reducing with the return of oxygenated 

conditions (Gelesh et al., 2016). In agreement with the current study, CH4 has also been strongly 

correlated with the relative abundance of cyanobacteria (Rakowski et al., 2015). Actinobacteria 

relative abundance increased with increasing pH, which in turn increased in Mobile Bay during 

the wet, cold months. This observation could reflect low rates of grazing and relatively high 

productivity rates, conditions which are typically associated with the colder months (NOAA, 

2008). Increased alkalinity has recently been found to be a key driver of the growth of members 

of Phylum Actinobacteria in Antarctic soils (Tytgat et al., 2016). NO2 has also been found to be 

an acidifying and eutrophying agent in aquatic ecosystems (Jickells, 2006). 

Our study surprisingly showed no strong relationship with salinity or conductivity at the 

Phylum level. This is unlike the situation in the Delaware estuary where the microbial structure 

were observed to have a strong relationship with salinity (Campbell and Kirchman, 2013). This 

could be because the transects for sampling in this study were from within Mobile Bay itself, 

whereas in the Delaware Bay study samples included those from  a wider salinity gradient, all 

the way from freshwater to the open ocean. High historical levels of nutrients  (DIN, DON and 

DSi) were associated with the wet, cold months, possibly due to increased riverine input, which 

is highest in winter, and lowest in summer (McManus et al., 2004).  
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Temperature has previously been determined to be an important regulator of bacterioplankton 

production in Mobile Bay (McManus et al., 2004). Our study reveals that in addition to 

temperature, the dynamics of bacterial assemblages is influenced strongly by DO, NH4
+
, NO2 

and DON. Based on our study, Proteobacteria and Bacteroidetes are r-selected, based on their 

significant association with nutrients (Table S2.3 in appendix). The lack of statistical differences 

between upper and lower bay within January samples as well as August samples could be due to 

estuarine water circulation cause by currents and tidal motion (Walters et al., 1985).The 

dominance of Phylum Proteobacteria in the four bays as well as in the WECTS is consistent with 

several previous studies carried out in different environments (Jung et al., 2016; Liu et al., 2015; 

Pucciarelli et al., 2015; Xia et al., 2016; Zhu et al., 2015). Although the Mobile Bay 

metagenomes revealed taxonomic similarity with the WECTS, the metagenomes were 

functionally close to those from Monterey Bay. The differences could be explained by 

environmental variables, and geographical distance (Lozupone et al., 2007a), type of coastlines 

and their usage and adjacent landmasses. The English Channel is among the busiest seaways in 

Europe, with about 400 ships and 100 ferries running per day (Glegg et al., 2015). The high 

bacterial diversity in the WECTS metagenome could be attributed to  input from Bays alongside 

it (Cawsand, Lyme and Pegwell Bays), ports, marinas and increased density of industries (Glegg 

et al., 2015). Mobile Bay has more than 400 point source dischargers consisting of toxic 

chemicals, metals and organics, perhaps explaining the high diversity of ARDs (ADEM, 1996). 

Most of these chemicals could stay in the bay for long because of Mobile Bay’s partially 

enclosed geomorphology. With an average depth of only 3 m, the water input could contribute to 

the distribution of pollutants and interaction of the abiotic and biotic factors, thus impacting the 

functional potential (Pennock et al., 1998). 
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 The taxonomic and functional dissimilarity between Mobile Bay metagenomes and 

Guanabara Bay could be due to the high mean salinity of the latter (13-36 salinity units in 

Guanabara Bay compared to 8-23 in Mobile Bay). Moreover, there are distinct differences in the 

rainy periods (October to April in Guanabara Bay, which is in the southern hemisphere), and 

high temperature and human habitation (Fistarol et al., 2015; Mayr et al., 1989). Botany Bay was 

the most dissimilar compared to all the other coastal systems used in this study, both 

taxonomically and functionally. This could be due to it being an ocean embayment served by a 

small catchment area of 1165 km
2
. Botany bay also had the highest relative abundance of arsenic 

resistance and copper homeostasis genes, possibly, a result of evolution due to proximity to 

intense industrialization and urbanization of the western shore, and the locating of a marine 

shipping container port and the Sydney airport that results in routine flyover of passenger and 

cargo jets (Knott et al., 2009; Spooner et al., 2003). It also has high pH and salinity, among other 

factors including an almost circular shape and extensive human modification (Burke et al., 2011; 

Knott et al., 2009; Roy et al., 2001), could account for the differences compared to Mobile Bay.  

Validation of this type of study would have improved by designing primers targeting 

conserved regions of marker genes for qPCR analysis, as well as sampling and processing 

samples from the coastal ecosystems used to comparative analysis to ensure that they are 

processed together to minimize errors.  

 

Conclusion 

Mobile Bay has considerable economic, environmental and recreational importance for Alabama 

and adjacent states. Our study reveals that microbial taxonomic, functional, and AR gene 

diversity is highest during wet, cold months, possibly because of expanded riverine input during 

the rainy periods. A previous study has determined that the riverine input in Mobile bay has 
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strong influence on the microbial loop in surface waters (Ortell and Ortmann, 2014). 

Temperature is an important regulator of bacterioplankton production in Mobile Bay (McManus 

et al., 2004). Our study reveals that in addition to temperature, the dynamics of bacterial 

assemblages was strongly associated DO, NH4
+
, NO2 and DON. The study reveals that PC 

parameters under investigation could explain shifts in some bacterial assemblages more strongly 

than periods of sample collection alone. Also, high relative abundance of diverse ARD genes 

occurred in wet, cold months. Potential biases in the study include those arising from filtration 

for removal of eukaryotic organisms, since some of them have microbial symbionts. Other 

potential biases include those arising from sample processing techniques, sequencing technology, 

and bioinformatic tools used for downstream analysis. Collectively, the study effort offers the 

first insights into the diversity and composition, and associated ARD functional potential of 

bacterial assemblages of Mobile Bay, and forms a basis for future examination of the link 

between watershed management, estuarine systems and ecosystem health. Future efforts need to 

include investigating the influence of tidal action in nutrient loads in Mobile Bay and if possible, 

include specific measurements for nutrient and ARD loads from the watershed and the sea. 

 

Data availability  

The metagenomic data have been submitted to NCBI under SRA: fall/September (SRS1544005), 

winter/January (SRS1544008), spring/March (SRS1544010) and summer/August (SRS1544012). 

Gut metagenome samples have been deposited in MG-RAST Web server 

(http://metagenomics.anl.gov) under projects 4579797.3 (fall/September), 4579800.3 

(winter/January), 4579799.3 (spring/March) and 4579798.3 (summer/August) . The MG-RAST 

metadata includes geographical coordinates, sequence counts and country. The metagenome 

browser for the study includes overviews containing analysis flowcharts, taxonomic and 

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/Traces/sra_sub/sub.cgi?acc=SRS1544008&focus=SRS1544008&from=list&action=show:SAMPLE
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/Traces/sra_sub/sub.cgi?acc=SRS1544010&focus=SRS1544010&from=list&action=show:SAMPLE
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/Traces/sra_sub/sub.cgi?acc=SRS1544012&focus=SRS1544012&from=list&action=show:SAMPLE
http://metagenomics.anl.gov/
http://metagenomics.anl.gov/metagenomics.cgi?page=MetagenomeOverview&metagenome=4579797.3
http://metagenomics.anl.gov/metagenomics.cgi?page=MetagenomeOverview&metagenome=4579800.3
http://metagenomics.anl.gov/metagenomics.cgi?page=MetagenomeOverview&metagenome=4579799.3
http://metagenomics.anl.gov/metagenomics.cgi?page=MetagenomeOverview&metagenome=4579798.3
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functional category distribution. On IMG Genome portal (https://img.jgi.doe.gov) under IMG 

Genome ID 3300003520 (winter), 3300003519 (fall) 3300003515 (summer) and 3300003522 

(spring).  The winter upper and lower metagenomes (Jan.) are deposited in MG-RAST under 

project 4701114.3 and 4701116.3 respectively. The summer upper and lower metagenomes 

(Aug.) are deposited under project 4701113.3 and 4701117.3 respectively. 

  

https://img.jgi.doe.gov/
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Table 2.1: Mobile Bay mean physicochemical data. Shown are mean values and standard 

deviations for each parameter from N= 11 days of sampling around each date of microbial 

assemblage sampling. All PC data are taken from CTD and TES. The data does not include 

historical nutrient data.  

 

ND: Not done for the two types of satellite data (NO2 and CH4). Satellite data were also an 

average from 11 days.   

  

Date of 

microbial 

sampling 

 Tem

p. 

(°C) 

Salinit

y (psu) 

DO 

(mg. 

L
-1

) 

conductivity  

(mS.cm
-1

) 

NO2 

(1.cm
-2

 x 

10
15

) 

pH NH4
+
  

(mg. L
-
 

1
x 10

-2
) 

CH4 

(mol.cm
-2

 

x 10
19

) 

Aug. 25
th
 

2012 

Mean  28.0

9 

23.62 6.341 37.28 3.49 7.138 6.996 3.73 

SD 0.84

33 

5.382 1.092 7.669 9.16e+14 1.099 0.03480 1.98e+18 

SE 0.03

67 

0.2342 0.0475 0.3337 ND 0.0337 0.0071 ND 

Sept. 23
rd

 

2012 

Mean 26.7

2 

18.24 7.273 29.52 3.52 6.919 7.046 3.73 

SD 0.85

35 

2.979 0.9626 29.52 8.52e+14 0.1744 0.0651 2.08e+18 

SE 0.03

73 

0.1303 0.0420 0.1908 ND 0.0053 0.0133 ND 

Jan. 26
th
 

2013  

Mean 13.9

7 

8.059 9.594 13.62 3.12 8.108 5.839 3.70 

SD 1.47

5 

5.112 1.161 13.62 8.49e+14 0.3456 0.06015 2.13e+18 

SE 0.06

41 

0.2225 0.0368 0.2524 ND 0.0106 0.0125 ND 

Mar.14
th
 

2013 

Mean 15.6

5 

11.17 9.632 18.55 3.19 7.407 6.108 3.70 

SD 1.36

6 

5.740 1.183 18.55 7.14e+14 0.3846 0.03283 2.10e+18 

SE 0.05

94 

0.2498 0.0514 0.3813 ND 0.0118 0.0067 ND 
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Table 2.2: Correlations among physicochemical values. Historical nutrient data not included.  

 
 CH4 pH NO2 NH4

+
 Temp Salinity DO Conductivity   

CH4  -0.81 0.989* 0.983* 0.998* 0.842 -0.960* 0.859 

pH   -0.893 -0.906 -0.785 -0.811 0.739 -0.866 

NO2    0.999* 0.979* 0.857 -0.934 0.885 

NH4
+
     0.974* 0.877 -0.937 0.905 

Temp.      0.849 -0.972* 0.860 

Salinity       -0.925 0.995* 

DO        -0.917 

Conductivity           

Note: *Correlation is significant at 0.05 level (one-tailed) 
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Table 2.3: Correlations between relative abundance of bacterial phyla in water samples from 

Mobile Bay from all 4 sampling dates and mean physicochemical parameters from 11 sampling 

dates 

Phyla Temp. 

(°C) 

Salinity 

(psu) 

DO  

(mg. 

L
-1

) 

Cond 

(mS.cm
-

1
) 

pH NH4+  

(mg. 

L
-1

) 

NO2 

(1.cm
-

2
) 

CH4 

(mol.cm
-

2
) 

Acidobacteria 0.473 0.041 -0.254 0.119 -0.496 0.511 0.541 0.513 

Actinobacteria -0.834 -0.781 0.763 -0.838 0.990* -0.935 -0.929 -0.863 

Bacteroidetes -0.928 -0.843 0.971* -0.816 0.559 -0.840 -0.842 -0.904 

Chlamydiae 0.524 0.683 -0.694 0.607 -0.133 0.404 0.391 0.474 

Chlorobi 0.618 0.819 -0.782 0.757 -0.329 0.541 0.522 0.577 

Chloroflexi -0.195 -0.041 0.014 -0.142 0.618 -0.364 -0.369 -0.254 

Cyanobacteria 0.999* 0.850 -

0.965* 

0.866 -0.814 0.984* 0.988* 1.000* 

Deffribacteria 0.535 0.153 -0.326 0.234 -0.612 0.595 0.620 0.577 

Deinococcus-

Thermus 

0.618 0.819 -0.782 0.757 -0.329 0.541 0.522 0.577 

Firmicutes -0.225 -0.677 0.348 -0.686 0.609 -0.375 -0.331 -0.235 

Fusobacteria -0.159 -0.610 0.268 -0.627 0.597 -0.326 -0.282 -0.174 

Gemmatimonadete

s 

0.998* 0.842 -

0.960* 

0.859 -0.814 0.983* 0.988* 1.000 

Nitrospirae -0.604 -0.197 0.547 -0.169 0.018 -0.422 -0.457 -0.577 

Plancomycetes 0.473 0.018 -0.392 -0.006 0.106 0.287 0.327 0.449 

Proteobacteria -

0.993* 

-0.905 0.984* -0.915 0.825 -

0.983* 

-

0.982* 

-0.991* 

Spirochaetes 0.771 0.327 -0.611 0.367 -0.523 0.723 0.755 0.785 

Tenericutes -0.740 -0.919 0.877 -0.875 0.516 -0.693 -0.674 -0.709 

Verrumicrobia 0.990* 0.790 -0.927 0.815 -0.817 0.978* 0.987* 0.995* 

"unclassified 

bacteria" 

-0.936 -0.911 0.990* -0.888 0.642 -0.876 -0.873 -0.916 

Note: *Correlation is significant at 0.05 level (one-tailed) 
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Table 2.4: The Jaccard similarity and Euclidean dissimilarity matrices for calculation of distance 

based on the bacterial assemblage composition.  

 

Jaccard Sept. Aug Mar. Jan. 

Sept. 1 0.89182305 0.79521252 0.64061458 

Aug.  1 0.7032626 0.55398113 

Mar.   1 0.81399252 

Jan    1 

Euclidean Sept. Aug Mar. Jan. 

Sept. 0 11.491498 15.947444 24.111788 

Aug.  0 24.258165 34.550252 

Mar.   0 12.478794 

Jan    0 
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Table 2.5: Metagenome properties indicating differences of the assembled metagenome 

sequences  

 

Attribute  Jan. Mar. Aug. Sept. 

IMG Genome ID 3300003520 3300003522 3300003515 3300003519 

Assembled genome 

size (bp) 

63,011,793 95,325,398 34,841,000 50,479,201 

Number of 

sequences  

352,866 509,940 188,524 273,571 

CRISPR Count 19 30 13 27 

rRNA 721 1397  493  714 

tRNA genes 973 1630 472 627 

Protein coding genes 338,805 493557 180,896 260,998 

with Product Name 79,205 125,815 41,361 57337 

with COG 119,427 186,109 60,046 84,005 

with Pfam 87,322 139,611 46,858 64,827 

with KO 77,904  122,136 38,387 53,655 

with Enzyme 77,904 122,136 38,387 53,655 

with MetaCyc 53,675 85,154 26,538 37,186 

with KEGG 62,703 98,725 30,959 43,343 

COG Clusters 3,478 3,645 3,249 3,416 

Pfam Clusters 3,910 4,135 3,762 4,191 
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Table 2.6: Functional annotation of the metagenomes based on IMG/ER 

 

    Pfam profiles    GO profiles 

Month Number of features Total abundance Number of features Total abundance 

Jan. 2,318 70,959 1,718 963,049 

Mar. 2,513 148,183 1,685 1,768,710 

Aug. 1,524 25,833 1,488 368,252 

Sept. 1,566 21,018 1,415 29,6,848 
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Figure 2.1: LANDSAT photograph of Mobile Bay with 9 sampling sites indicated in red dots. 

Analysis for upper and lower bay (January and August only) microbial assemblages was done 

using samples from encircled locations. 
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2.2a.  

Figure 2.2a: OTU clustering based on GreenGenes database 
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2.2b.  

Figure 2.2b: Shannon entropy values for each of 4 sampling dates of microbial assemblages in 

Mobile Bay, revealing higher OTU diversity in the January and March metagenomes 
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2.3a.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.3a: Box and whisker plot indicating the overall composition of Mobile Bay microbial 

taxa, for all 4 sampling dates combined  
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2.3b.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.3b: Pie chart indicating the composition of bacterioplankton by phyla, for all samples 

grouped from all 4 sampling dates. Analysis and output done using CLC Microbial Genomics 

Module (www.clcsupport.com/) 
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2.4a.  

 

Figure 2.4a: Relative abundance of  microbial taxa in Mobile Bay during wet, cold (1/26/2013 

and 3/14/2013) and dry,warm (8/25/2012 and 9/23/2012) months. The graph shows the most 

dominant phyla for four Mobile Bay metagenomes based on SILVA database at 97% cut-off  

using CLC Genomics Workbench 9  
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2.4b.  

 

Figure 2.4b: Heatmap derived from best hit classification showing the composition and relative 

abundance of major bacterial phyla from Mobile Bay metagenomes (MG-RAST database using 

M5NR annotation with 80% cut-off) during wet, cold (1/26/2013 and 3/14/2013) and dry,warm ( 

8/25/2012 and 9/23/2012) months   
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2.5a.  

 

Figure 2.5a: Mobile Bay microbial beta diversity based on Principal Coordinate Analysis 

(PCoA) as characterized using the Bray-Curtis dissimilarity index for wet, cold (1/26/2013 and 

3/14/2013) and dry,warm ( 8/25/2012 and 9/23/2012) months. 
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2.5b.  

 

Figure 2.5b: Mobile Bay microbial beta diversity based on Phylogenetic diversity analysis 

created using Principal Coordinate Analysis (PCoA) as characterized using UniFrac (D_0.5) for 

wet, cold (1/26/2013 and 3/14/2013) and dry,warm ( 8/25/2012 and 9/23/2012) months   
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2.6a.  

 

Figure 2.6a: Phylogenetic diversity measures of the Mobile Bay microbial taxa for wet, cold 

(1/26/2013 and 3/14/2013) and dry,warm ( 8/25/2012 and 9/23/2012) months. The dynamics of 

the phylogenetic diversity of seasonal metagenomes as generated by weighted UniFrac Distance 

Analysis using Past3 software   
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2.6b.  

 

Figure 2.6b: Phylogenetic diversity measures of the Mobile Bay microbial taxa for wet, cold 

(1/26/2013 and 3/14/2013) and dry,warm ( 8/25/2012 and 9/23/2012) months. Taxonomic 

similarity between metagenomes using the Euclidean dissimilarity Index based on Ward’s 

Algorithm using Past3 software  
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2.7a.  

 

Figure 2.7a: Bar chart on the taxonomic abundance of dominant phyla in the metagenomes of 

Mobile Bay from the upper and lower bay during the coldest (1/26/2013) and warmest periods 

(8/25/2012). 
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2.7b. 

 

Figure 2.7b: Bar chart with Standard errors (SE) indicating the relative abundance all microbial 

phyla combined, in both the lower and upper sample sites of Mobile Bay during coldest 

(1/26/2013) and warmest (8/25/2012) periods   
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Online support for figure 2.8 (a): https://figshare.com/s/60e6b5fc0009aa0a94d4 (DOI 

10.6084/m9.figshare.3806292) 

 

Online support for figure 2.8 (b): https://figshare.com/s/3b76cc3f015c57997cd1 (DOI 

10.6084/m9.figshare.3806295) 

 

Online support for figure 2.8 (c): https://figshare.com/s/cdfa5fee849310113eef (DOI 

10.6084/m9.figshare.3806298) 

 

Online support for figure 2.8 (d): https://figshare.com/s/e9c895467d28c90e71b0 (DOI 

10.6084/m9.figshare.3806328) 

 

Figure 2.8: MLTreeMap (Stark et al. 2010) analyses of contigs using  the 16S rRNA gene for 

maximum likelihood (ML) phylogeny using GEBA phylogeny ( after Wu et al. 2009), from wet, 

cold (1/26/2013 and 3/14/2013) and dry,warm ( 8/25/2012 and 9/23/2012) metagenomic data a. 

Jan. b. Mar. c. Aug. d. Sept. The bubble indicates the relative weight of placement. Figures 

above are so huge that they needed online support for visualization   

https://figshare.com/s/60e6b5fc0009aa0a94d4
https://dx.doi.org/10.6084/m9.figshare.3806292
https://figshare.com/s/3b76cc3f015c57997cd1
https://dx.doi.org/10.6084/m9.figshare.3806295
https://figshare.com/s/cdfa5fee849310113eef
https://dx.doi.org/10.6084/m9.figshare.3806298
https://figshare.com/s/e9c895467d28c90e71b0
https://dx.doi.org/10.6084/m9.figshare.3806328
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2.9a 

 

2.9b  
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2.9c 

 

 

2.9d 
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2.9e 

 

2.9f 
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2.9g 

 

Figure 2.9: Regression analyses on the relationships between the relative abundances of selected 

bacterial taxa and various physicochemical parameters in Mobile Bay during wet, cold 

(1/26/2013 and 3/14/2013) and dry,warm ( 8/25/2012 and 9/23/2012) sampling period a. 

temperature b. dissolved oxygen (DO) c. ammonium (NH4
+
) d. nitrogen dioxide (NO2) e. pH and 

f. methane (CH4) g. dissolved organic nitrogen (DON) 
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Figure 2.10: Bar graph of the functional categories of dominant genes in the metagenomes of 

Mobile Bay based on KEGG Analysis. The graph was drawn using GraphPad Prism 5 software 

(see text for details)   
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Figure 2.11: Stacked histogram of the relative abundance of antibiotic resistance determinant 

genes based on SEED subsystems  
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Figure 2.12: The heatmap of relative abundance of dominant microbial assemblages in Mobile 

Bay compared to other coastal marine systems based on MG-RAST sever and M5NR annotation 

(see data availability section for details).  
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Figure 2.13: A non-metric MDS analysis of ARDs explaining variability in taxonomic relative 

abundance (Phyla level). Mobile Bay was taxonomically closest to the WECTS [English] 

(R
2
=0.84, MSE=0.0132) 
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Figure 2.14: Heatmap on the relative abundance of dominant ARD genes in Mobile Bay 

compared to other coastal marine systems based on MG-RAST sever and SEED annotation (see 

data availability section for details). 
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Figure 2.15: A non-metric MDS analysis of antimicrobial resistance determinants (ARDs) 

explaining their variability in relative abundance between Mobile Bay and other coastal marine 

systems 
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Chapter 3: Taxonomic, phylogenetic and functional insights into bacterial assemblages 

associated with the stomodeum of Mnemiopsis leidyi 

 

Abstract 

Mnemiopsis leidyi is a ctenophore of interest to many scientists including studying evolution of 

metazoans and nervous systems, and the ecology of species invasions and marine systems. Here, 

we describe the stomodeal (‘gut’) bacterial assemblages, and predict the metabolic profiles and 

potential for the gut of M. leidyi to harbor antibiotic resistance determinants (ARDs). This study 

used shotgun metagenomics and downstream bioinformatics analyses of M. leidyi gut samples. 

The bacterial phyla Proteobacteria and Actinobacteria dominated the stomodeum. The 

metagenomes were dominated by amino acid and carbohydrate metabolism genes. The abundant 

carbohydrate-active enzymes included GH38 (polysaccharide hydrolysis), GT2 (chitin 

degradation) and GT48 (1, 3-β-glucan synthase and immunity). Gene ontology annotation 

revealed genes specifically known to play important roles in interactions with hosts (GO 

0051701), in addition to microbial interspecies interactions (GO 0044419). A total of nine (9) 

types of antibiotic resistance genes (ARGs) (beta-lactamase, aminoglycoside, tetracycline, 

macrolide, phenicol, quinolone, cationic antimicrobial peptide (CAMP), vancomycin and 

multidrug resistance) were detected. The abundance and distribution of ARGs were seasonally 

variant. Our study suggests the possibility of M. leidyi harboring microbiota that impart specific 

functions, such as digestive and immune capability. The bacterial assemblages in the M. leidyi 

stomodeum also revealed the potential to harbor ARDs. This is the first report to functionally 

characterize M. leidyi gut bacterial assemblages.  
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Introduction 

In metazoans, host gut microbiotas are involved in the host stress response, as well as in their 

general physiological and nutritional status (Lee and Hase, 2014; Malham et al., 2014; Stilling et 

al., 2014; Wu et al., 2013). Gut microbiota are known to act like a virtual organ, and are 

important in energy balance as they are involved in nutrient digestion (Tims et al., 2013). Some 

gut bacteria are mutualistic while others can be pathogenic. Gut bacteria may also harbor 

antibiotic resistance genes (ARGs) (Santos et al., 2012), whose mobility and acquisition is 

associated with mobile genetic elements (MGEs) (Beatson and Walker, 2014).The co-selection 

and cross selection of ARGs and MGEs due to shared regulatory and structural processes lead to 

proliferation of antibiotic resistance.  

Ctenophores are gelatinous zooplankters that belong to the phylum Ctenophora (Harbison and 

Madin, 1982; Tamm, 2014). Ctenophores are the largest animals known to swim using cilia 

(Tamm, 2014) and are estimated to comprise nearly 200 species (Harbison and Madin, 1982; 

Pang and Martindale), with some orders having very short evolutionary distances between them 

(Podar et al., 2001). Ctenophores are increasingly being recognized as indicators and drivers of 

ecosystem performance and change (Hao et al., 2015; Hay, 2006; Lucic et al., 2012). They not 

only alter marine food webs (Lucic et al., 2012; Purcell and Arai, 2001; Shiganova et al., 2003), 

but are also an indication of environmental perturbation.  

The species Mnemiopsis leidyi is highly invasive (Ghabooli et al., 2013; Lucic et al., 2012; 

Reusch et al., 2010). As a predatory planktonic neozootic (introduced accidentally into new 

habits outside of native range as larvae in ship’s ballast water), it has been found to be extremely 

damaging to food webs by severely cropping local plankton (Kideys, 2002; Lucic et al., 2012; 

Reitzel et al., 2007; Shiganova et al., 2003). In the Mediterranean, Baltic, Black and Caspian 
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Seas, M. leidyi invasions have been found to be responsible for the severe depletion of fish of 

economic importance (Bumann and Puls, 1996; Daskalov and Mamedov, 2007; Ghabooli et al., 

2013; Hansson, 2006; Jaspers et al., 2012; Reitzel et al., 2007; Reusch et al., 2010; Shiganova et 

al., 2003).  

Mnemiopsis leidyi has also been found to act as vector for parasites, bacterial and eukaryotic 

microorganisms (Hammann et al., 2015; Hao et al., 2015; Moss et al., 2008) and viruses 

(Breitbart et al., 2015). Although a handful of studies have found M. leidyi to harbor 

endobacteria (Daniels and Breitbart, 2012; Hammann et al., 2015; Hao et al., 2015; Moss et al., 

2008), none have explored the temporal dynamics and functional potential of their stomodeal 

(‘gut’) bacteria. This study used shot-gun sequencing and bioinformatic analyses to characterize 

Mnemiopsis leidyi gut bacterial assemblages, and to predict their metabolic profiles and their 

potential to harbor antibiotic resistance determinants.  

 

Methods  

Sample collection 

Ctenophore specimens (~5 cm long each) were collected seasonally (February 15
th

 2014, May 

8
th

 2014, August 25
th

 2014, and October 10
th

 2013 between 2013 and 2014) from the Dauphin 

Island Marina (Alabama, USA) (30 15'47.3"N 88 06'48.5"W) by plankton net. ‘Gut’ microbe 

samples for summer (GSU August 25
th

 2014), fall (GFL October 10
th

 2013), winter (GWI 

February 15
th

 2014) and spring (GSP May 8
th

 2014) were collected from the stomodeum using 

round, sharp sterile toothpicks, in less than 5 mins) after removal from sample location. Samples 

were collected  from 7 animals  from each sampling date. The toothpicks were gently introduced 

into the mouth opening and while rotating, pushed back to the aboral-most extent of the 
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stomodeum. Rotation with the porous wooden pick reliably and reproducibly pulled out a mucus 

plug from the center/aboral-most regions of the gut. Sample collection did not perforate the gut; 

nor did it do harm to the animals, which routinely then survived for multiple days after 

collection. This method allowed us to gently pull out the mucus laden content of the gut and 

immediately place it on ice in sterile 1.5 mL microcentrifuge tubes, to be further processed upon 

arrival to the laboratory, 6 hours to 10 hours later. 

 

DNA extraction and library preparation  

DNA was extracted using a modified CTAB protocol (Andreou, 2013) and purity checked 

using a NanoDrop (ND-2000, NanoDrop Technology, Wilmington, DE, USA) to establish the 

A260:A280 ratio. Template DNA with values > 1.8 A260:A280 were carried forward for further 

analysis (this was true for nearly all samples). DNA template concentration was adjusted to 5ng 

µL
-1

 for use in regular PCR reactions. DNA quantitation prior to creation of libraries for Miseq 

sequencing was done using Qubit HS reagents (Life Technologies). For shotgun metagenomic 

sequencing, seasonal samples were pooled and Nextera XT library preparation kits (Illumina, 

San Diego, CA, USA) used to construct paired-end libraries for sequencing on the MiSeq 

platform in the Auburn University’s Biological Sciences Department. 

 

Sequencing and quality trimming  

Nextera XT Libraries were sequenced using Illumina Miseq sequencing platform with Miseq 

reagent kit v2 (Illumina, USA). FC-402-4001 TruSeq® Rapid SBS Kit (200 cycles) and PE-402-

4001 TruSeq® Rapid PE Cluster Kit were used to prepare samples for 100 × 2 paired end run for 

HiSeq sequencing at the Genomics & Sequencing Laboratory at Auburn University. FASTQ 

files from all sequencing runs were imported into CLC Genomics Workbench 9.0 (CLCbio, 
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Aarhus, Denmark) (Kim et al., 2013). Reads were subjected to quality control using the 

Sequencing QC Report tool. Both the 100 bp paired-end and 250 bp paired-end Illumina reads 

were trimmed and filtered using the following parameters: Ambiguous Trim = Yes, Ambiguous 

Limit = 10, Quality Limit = 0.05, Min distance = 75, Max distance = 350. Adapter sequences 

were removed from the reads during this process.  

 

Merging and Assembly of metagenomes  

To investigate the alpha diversity of the bacterial assemblages, a phylogenetic diversity 

framework, an effective and sensitive microbial ecology approach was used (Barker, 2002; Faith, 

1992; McCoy and Matsen, 2013), in addition to the traditional Operational Taxonomic Unit 

(OTU)-based Shannon diversity index (H). Trimmed and merged sequences were filtered based 

on length and number of reads before analysis. OTU clustering and analysis of microbial 

assemblages for alpha diversity was achieved by using Microbial Genomics Module on CLC 

Genomics Workbench 9.0 (CLCbio, Aarhus, Denmark) (Kim et al., 2013). Low-abundance 

OTUs (< 0.005% of the total number of reads) were removed to ensure that low quality reads 

were not part of the analysis, as  previously recommended (Bokulich et al., 2013). Reference 

based-OTU clustering used the Greengenes database with a species cutoff of 97% with the 

chimera filter. MUSCLE software (Edgar, 2004) was used for multiple sequence alignment prior 

to creation of the reference tree used for phylogenetic placement. For beta diversity analysis, the 

Microbial Genomics Module was used for OTU clustering, using filtered tables. 

The trimmed and filtered 100 bp paired-end and 250 bp paired-end reads were de novo 

assembled in CLC Genomics Workbench 9.0 using the following parameters: Mapping Mode = 

Map reads to contigs (slow), Automatic bubble size = No, Bubble Size = Yes (50), Minimum 

Contig Length =  75 bp, Automatic Word Size = No, Word Size = 45, Perform Scaffolding = 
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Yes, Automatically Detect Paired Distances = No, Mismatch Cost = 2, Insertion Cost = 3, 

Deletion Cost = 3, Length Fraction = 0.5, Similarity Fraction = 0.8.As an alternative to OTU 

picking approach, determination of the microbial species associated with the stomodeum of M. 

leidyi was achieved by first predicting genes in assembled metagenomes using FragGeneScan 

(Rho et al., 2010), followed by mapping the taxonomy using KEGG Mapper tool for 

reconstructing KEGG taxonomy (Kanehisa and Goto, 2000). 

 

Phylogenetic inference from M. leidyi stomodeum metagenomic data  

To gain insight into the phylogenetic diversity of the microbial assemblages, the study utilized 

assembled sequences from each metagenome for phylogenetic analysis. This was achieved by 

performing a maximum likelihood (ML) of assembled DNA sequences using MLTreeMap (Stark 

et al., 2010) based on the Genomic Encyclopedia of Bacteria and Archaea (GEBA) as reference 

(Wu et al., 2009). Results were placed into the RaxML tool following default ML model 

parameters (Stamatakis, 2014). 

 

Annotation of M. leidyi assemblies  

Functional annotation using assembled reads was achieved by first identifying coding regions 

(CDS) in the contigs using MetaGeneMark tool (Besemer et al., 2001; Borodovsky and 

Lomsadze, 2014) on CLC Genomics Workbench 9.0. CDS were then annotated with Pfam 

domains (Finn et al., 2016) and GO terms (Consortium, 2015). The Metagenomics RAST server 

(MG-RAST, release 3.3) (Glass et al., 2010) was employed for further taxonomic and functional 

insights. Annotation using the IMG/ ER pipeline (Markowitz et al., 2014) was used to search for 

all bacterial scaffolds to confirm the diversity of microbial assemblages. In addition, it was used 
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to investigate the proportion of shared and unique assemblages at species level. It was also used 

to analyze functional properties of the metagenomes.  

 

Gene prediction and functional annotation  

The rRNA prediction was done using by using HMMER 3.0 using the hidden Markov models 

(HMM) technique of Finn (Finn et al., 2011). Transfer RNA prediction was carried out using 

program tRNAscan-SE (Lowe and Eddy, 1997) to identify DNA reads containing each type of 

RNA sequences. Coding sequences (CDS) from the contigs were located using MetageneMark 

(Zhu et al., 2010) and FragGeneScan (Rho et al., 2010). Predicted gene sequences were then 

subjected to a search against the KEGG Orthology (KO) database (Kanehisa and Goto, 2000). 

GhostKOALA (http://www.kegg.jp/blastkoala/) (Kanehisa et al., 2016) was used to perform KO 

(KEGG Orthology) (Kanehisa and Goto, 2000) assignments to characterize individual gene 

functions as well as reconstruct KEGG pathways. KEGG (Kyoto Encyclopedia of Genes and 

Genomes) mapper was used to reconstruct BRITE hierarchies and KEGG modules in an effort to 

infer high-level functions of the microbial assemblages in M. leidyi stomodeum, including 

functional prediction for metabolic activity as well as antibiotic resistance in each metagenome. 

This was achieved with a 50% amino acid identity cutoff on a non-redundant dataset generated 

using protein-coding genes. Protein domain searches were performed on the predicted gene 

sequences against the PFAM database (Finn et al., 2010) using HHMER 3.0 (Finn et al., 2014) 

with an E-value of 0.001. 

The Carbohydrate-Active Enzyme database (CAZy), was used for analysis of 

carbohydrate active enzymes. With this tool, we were able to classify metabolic enzymes into 

different glycosyl hydrolases (GH) and glycosyl transferase (GT) families, among others. Protein 

http://www.kegg.jp/blastkoala/
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sequences from the metagenome contigs were predicted by FragGeneScan and normalized to 

obtain 50,000 amino acid sequences from each metagenome before annotation. Annotation was 

based on association rules between CAZy families and pfam domains by performing BLASTp 

with an E-value threshold of 0.001. Comparison between CAZy families was done using the 

Euclidean Similarity Index and visualized using Non-Metric Multidimensional Scaling (NMDS) 

and correlation analysis. 

 

Comparisons of M. leidyi bacterial assemblages and functional potential were carried out with 

representatives other sister phyla: Fungia echinata (Cnidaria) (Badhai et al., 2016) and 

Arenosclera brasiliensis (Porifera) (Trindade-Silva et al., 2012)  

Comparative metagenomics was performed in an effort to determine whether M. leidyi 

(Ctenophora) taxonomic composition is any different from its closest relatives like corals and 

sponge. For taxonomic and functional comparison, normalized data on microbial assemblages 

from F. echinata, A. brasiliensis and M. leidyi was annotated with M5NR and KEGG features on 

an MG-RAST pipeline. This used a maximum e-value of 1e-5, a minimum identity of 80 %, and 

a minimum alignment length of 15 measured in amino acids for protein and base pairs for RNA 

databases and compared against M. leidyi with similar settings as groups (Glass et al., 2010; 

Wilke et al., 2012).  

 

Statistical analysis 

The phylogenetic diversity index was calculated for the metagenomes to determine alpha 

diversity. Beta-diversity analysis was performed using the Bray-Curtis and Jaccard dissimilarity 

measures using Principal Coordinate Analysis (PCoA). Box and jitter plots were used to show 
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the distribution of shared bacterial assemblages based on IMG/ER pipeline using Past3 software 

(Hammer et al., 2001). STAMP software (Parks et al., 2014) was used to generate and display 

differences in bacterial assemblage abundance in each MG-RAST annotated metagenome. 

Storey’s FDR correction was utilized for comparative analysis between metagenomes (Storey 

and Tibshirani, 2003), with the nearest neighbor hierarchical clustering method being used, and 

graphed as a heatmap to reveal the abundance of taxonomic groups. Additionally, using Past3 

software, the Mann-Whitney U test was used to compare whether the medians of taxonomic and 

functional abundances between the metagenomes was significantly different. Test values were 

considered significant if p-values were less than 0.05. IMG/ER was used for annotation and used 

to search for all the shared metagenome scaffolds (with > 230 bp length and 100% lineage 

percentage) of the bacterial assemblages. The study sought to track the shared scaffolds to 

determine the nature of the relationship between shared assemblages from each season. To 

investigate if the association was by chance, a Chi square (χ
2
) test was used.  

 

Results 

For each of the metagenome (GSU, GFL, GWI and GSP), the reads had an average Phred score 

above 27 (for each metagenome), meaning that the sequencing was of high quality (Table 3.1). 

After removal of low quality and universal adapter sequences (CTGTCTCTTATACACATCT), a 

total number of merged reads 4,602,424 (GSU), 2,338,952 (GWI) 766,040 (GFL) 126,831 (GSP) 

were obtained for OTU clustering. After quality trimming, we obtained 11,648,797 reads from 

winter (GWI), 4,429,366 reads from spring (GSP), 19,740,678 reads from summer (GSU) and 

7,260,745 reads from fall (GFL) metagenomes. After OTU clustering, we obtained a total of 7, 

834,247 high-quality reads that were clustered into 1,354,066 OTUs. OTU picking was 
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performed against the Greengenes database (McDonald et al., 2012) at 97% identity cutoff. The 

alpha diversity analysis measured using phylogenetic diversity index revealed that GSU and GFL 

metagenomes had the highest diversity. The alpha diversity analysis further revealed that GSP 

had the least diversity of the observed OTUs (Fig. 3.1). Based on KEGG organisms, the 

taxonomic abundance was different only between GSP and GWI (Table 3.2). 

 

Bacterial assemblages from the gut of the M. leidyi  

Based on KEGG taxonomy (using the GhostKOALA annotation), each seasonal 

metagenome was dominated by the Phylum Proteobacteria (> 37% per metagenome, 12, 624 

total K number assignments and Actinobacteria (>15% per metagenome, 2,416 total K 

number assignments) (Fig. 3.2a-3.2d, Table S3.2 in appendix). Except between GWI and GSP, 

the Mann-Whitney U test indicated that the total taxonomic abundances were not significantly 

different among the months of sampling (p-value >0.05; Table 3.3) but followed the order of 

GWI>GSU>GFL>GSP in terms of magnitude. We inferred differences in the bacterial 

assemblages between samples using the Bray-Curtis and Jaccard dissimilarity indexes. We 

found a clear segregation between the samples into different clusters. The distance matrix for 

between stomodeum metagenomes calculated from Bray-Curtis (Fig. 3.3a) and Jaccard 

dissimilarity indices (Fig. 3.3b) both showed that metagenomes differed depending on time of 

collection (Table S3.1 in appendix). The MG-RAST taxonomic data analyzed using STAMP 

software revealed that GWI and GFL were clustered together, with GSU and GSP also 

clustering together based on relative abundance (Fig. 3.4). Unlike the previous studies 

(Daniels and Breitbart, 2012; Hammann et al., 2015; Hao et al., 2015), our study illustrated 
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that M. leidyi contains the following previously unreported Phyla in M. leidyi: Acidobacteria, 

Chlamydiae, Spirochaetes, Chlorobi and Fusobacteria (Fig. 3.4).  

The shared scaffolds included those derived from 11 bacterial lineages. A statistical analysis 

using χ
2 

revealed that there was a significant association (χ
2
=1023, df=30, p<0.0001) between the 

observed bacterial lineages (Fig. 3.5). The bacterial lineages include those belonging to, 

Burkholderia sp. JC2949, Enterobacter asburiae, Escherichia coli, Helicobacter pylori, 

Prochloron didemni, Propionibacterium acnes, Staphylococcus aureus, Staphylococcus 

epidermidis, Streptococcus agalactiae and Streptococcus pyogenes in addition to unclassified 

bacteria. The study observed seasonally variant species-level bacterial phylogenetic diversity 

patterns across the metagenomes (Fig. 3.6a-d). GWI had the highest phylogenetic diversity, with 

GFL having the least.  

 

Functional analysis based on M. leidyi seasonal metagenomes 

GhostKOALA annotation software was used to assign a KEGG identifier (K number) of the 

predicted protein sequences and revealed that the distinct functional categories for each 

metagenome were mainly those involved in central cellular metabolism (Fig. 3.7). These 

GhostKOALA functional categories displayed no considerable differences in functional 

dynamics correlation (r>0.92) between metagenomes, meaning that the predicted functions 

occurred in all samples, and thus could always be present and perhaps be critical in host-microbe 

interaction. 

 Gene prediction using IMG/ER revealed temporal functional differences in metagenome 

properties (Table 3.1). Most of the Gene Ontologies (GO) biological processes were from those 

involved in metabolic processes and interspecies interaction (Fig. 3.8). This suggests host-
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microbe interaction that maintains essential functionalities, including metabolism of substrates. 

The CAZy database revealed a diversity of carbohydrate-active enzymes. There were no 

significant differences (r>0.99) between stomodeum seasonal metagenomes in the diversity and 

abundance of CAZy enzymes. The most abundant GT classes were GT48 and GT2 genes (Fig. 

3.9a, Table S3.3 in appendix). For the glycoside hydrolases (GHs) families, GH38 (involved in 

polysaccharide hydrolysis) (Verma et al., 2016) was the most abundant. The GT48 CAZy family 

(EC 2.4.1.34) was distinctly overrepresented compared to other enzymes when analyzed using 

non-metric multidimensional scaling (nMDS) (Fig. 3.9b) (p= 0.0001). CAZy annotation 

identified 970 GT48 genes. The GT48 family is a family of enzymes also referred to as 1,3-β-D-

glucan synthases (called callose synthase) are involved immune response in plants, especially 

during fungal infections (Voigt, 2014) and are also involved in starch and sucrose metabolism 

pathway (EC 2.4.1.34). Based on these data, it is possible, similar to the pattern known for other 

metazoans, that the stomodeum bacterial assemblage’s primary role in ctenophores could be to 

protect its host against fungal pathogens (Ellinger et al., 2013; Fraune et al., 2015). 

A total of nine types of antibiotic resistance genes (ARGs) (beta-lactamase, aminoglycoside, 

tetracycline, macrolide, phenicol, quinolone, cationic antimicrobial peptide (CAMP), 

vancomycin and multidrug resistance) were detected. The abundance and distribution of ARGs 

patterns were seasonally variant (Fig. 3.10, Table S3.4 in appendix). The abundant ARGs were 

those associated with efflux pumps. 

 

Comparative metagenomics with other basal metazoa  

Based on the M5NR database with 80% identity cutoff, the predicted relative 

abundance of the bacterial assemblages (at the phylum level) revealed no significant 
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differences between M. leidyi, the coral F. echinata and the sponge A. brasiliensis  (p > 0.05, 

two way-ANOVA). The three metazoans were all dominated by bacteria from Phylum 

Proteobacteria, Firmicutes, Cyanobacteria and Bacteroidetes (Fig. 3.11). Based on correlation 

coefficients, M. leidyi bacterial assemblages appeared to be closely related to both F. echinata 

(r= 0.9178, p<0.05) and A. brasiliensis (r=0.872, p<0.05). Filtration and processing of 

metagenomes for functional annotation resulted in different relative abundances for these three 

basal metazoa (Fig. 3.12a, Table 3.4 and 3.5). Metabolism genes of the F. echinata microbiome 

were significantly over-represented compared to those in M. leidyi (Mann-Whitney U test, p< 

0.001) (Table 3.6). This was confirmed using box plots (Fig. 3.12b). Except in the metabolism 

of cofactors and vitamins, there were significant differences in the abundance of various 

microbial metabolism genes between F. echinata and M. leidyi (p< 0.05, ANOVA). Microbial 

metabolism genes in the A. brasiliensis microbiome were not over-represented compared to 

M. leidyi (Mann-Whitney U test, p= 0.001) (Table 3.6).  

 

Discussion 

There have been four studies that have investigated the bacterial assemblages associated with 

ctenophores (Daniels and Breitbart, 2012; Hammann et al., 2015; Hao et al., 2015). However, 

none have indicated whether ctenophores internally harbor microbes; in fact, none indicated that 

the gut of M. leidyi contains microbiota. The current study revealed that the M. leidyi gut harbors 

at least 10 distinct bacterial lineages, whose distribution is statistically not by chance. It is 

important to note that it is often hard to find ctenophores in the spring in Mobile Bay. This is 

most likely a product of seasonal storms and water runoff at that time of the year. It could also 

be a result of seasonal impacts on the reproductive cycle of ctenophores (Boero et al., 2008). 

Certainly the low temperatures (which have been shown to limit M. leidyi distributions in 
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invaded environments) in addition to the relative lack of copepod as source of food could be 

the other limiting factors (Boero et al., 2008; Gambill et al., 2015; Lehtiniemi et al., 2012) at 

that time of year both impact ctenophore productivity in the spring. 

The lack of difference in bacterial assemblages among the other seasons at the microbial 

phylum level (using the Mann-Whitney U test) is indicative of their constant relative 

abundance, typical of gut microbiota which have a non-linear (are randomly distributed) and 

dynamic interaction with the host (Mandal et al., 2015). Species-level bacterial phylogenetic 

diversity was seasonally variant, with GWI having the highest phylogenetic diversity. This 

could imply that the M. leidyi stomodeal phylogenetic diversity of bacterial assemblages is 

neither stable, nor resilient. 

This study, using M. leidyi as model, is the first to reveal the occurrence of previously 

unnoticed microbial Phyla in ctenophore M. leidyi: Acidobacteria, Chlamydiae, Spirochaetes, 

Chlorobi and Fusobacteria. The study also reveals that occurrence of some bacterial lineages is 

statistically not random. Also, this is the first study predicting the functional potential of 

stomodeum-associated bacterial assemblages, and indicating the presence of ARGs. Some 

microbes revealed in our study have been found to produce nutritional and secondary metabolites 

that are vital to other hosts such as tunicates and insects (Donia et al., 2011; Salem et al., 2013). 

The uncultivated Prochloron didemni for instance has been found to influence the lipid 

composition of hosts (tunicates) via steroid synthesis, and is involved in the synthesis of 

cyanobactin and other related secondary metabolites in corals and tunicates (Donia et al., 2011; 

Lin et al., 2016). Elimination of actinobacteria symbionts in some insects has been attributed to 

significantly higher mortality and reduced host growth rates, emphasizing the role of gut bacteria 

in host nutrition (Salem et al., 2013). Host-microbe interactions in Hydra vulgaris, a cnidarian, 
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have been extremely well-studied, and found that these hosts harbor microbes that are critical to 

host defense against fungal infections (Franzenburg et al., 2012; Franzenburg et al., 2013; Fraune 

et al., 2015).  

Based on the dominant GO functions (Fig.3.8), our study predicted that one of the possible 

roles of bacterial assemblages in M. leidyi involves aid in metabolic processes. The lack of shift 

in functional categories (metabolism genes) based on GhostKOALA could mean that the 

bacterial assemblages are constant across samples, and thus maybe critical in host-microbe 

interaction. The study also revealed that M. leidyi bacterial assemblages harbor ARGs, which 

emphasizes that the resistome knows no boundaries. Future efforts should include progressive 

profiling of the bacterial lineages that are strongly associated with M. leidyi stomodeum and 

determine their functional capabilities from cydippid to adulthood and to explain the stomodeum, 

colonization rates (how are the bacterial lineages acquired?) and host and environmental factors 

involved in the transmission process. To validate this work, the study could have used primers 

targeting all major bacterial taxa using qPCR, and the use multiplex detection of antibiotic 

resistance genes (Barisic et al., 2013).  

 

Conclusion 

This is the first study to examine functional dynamics of microbial assemblage from the 

stomodeum of M. leidyi. The ARGs were most dominant in winter, because the hosts (M. leidyi) 

most likely move to the bottom of the water column where temperatures are favorable (Beaulieu 

et al., 2013), and in the process, come into contact with the sediment, where there are high loads 

of ARGs, and delayed degradation as antibiotics and heavy metals bind to particulate matter 

(Berglund et al., 2014; Haraldsson et al., 2014; Tamtam et al., 2008).This study provides a 
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baseline for understanding the complexity of M. leidyi stomodeum  microbial assemblage and 

ARD ecology. Future efforts should also aim at determining functional benefits and the 

maintenance of potential host- microbe homeostasis in M. leidyi and investigating the role of 

temporal and spatial changes in M. leidyi microbial structures on functional capability. This 

study agrees with previous studies that M. leidyi harbors low bacterial diversity. This study 

further determined that overall; M. leidyi has low bacterial diversity compared to coral F. 

echinata and sponge A. brasiliensis.  

Data availability  

GenBank Biosamples for the Sequence Read Archive (SRA): GSU (SRS1522865) GFL 

(SRS1522942), GWI (SRS1522753) and GSP (SRS1522598). M. leidyi stomodeum metagenome 

samples were also deposited in MG-RAST web server (http://metagenomics.anl.gov) under 

projects 4664006.3 (GSU), 4637717.3 (GFL), 4637719.3 (GWI) and 4637718.3 (GSP). The MG-

RAST metadata includes geographical coordinates, sequence counts and country. The 

metagenome browser for the study includes overviews containing analysis flowcharts, taxonomic 

and functional category distribution. On IMG Genome portal (https://img.jgi.doe.gov), data is 

deposited under IMG Genome ID 3300006492 (GSU), 3300005727(GFL), 3300005729 (GWI) 

and 3300005728 (GSP). 

  

http://metagenomics.anl.gov/
https://img.jgi.doe.gov/
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Table 3.1: Summary on abundance of features used for functional profiles analysis of microbial 

assemblages in the ctenophore M. leidyi from Dauphin Island Marina, Mobile Bay. Gut summer 

(GSU), fall (GFL) winter (GWI) and spring (GSP) samples were analyzed using CLC Genomics 

Workbench and IMG/ER pipeline 

Summary GSU GFL GWI GSP 

Number of reads 18,186,142 6,836,864 11,789,080 4,426,820 

Mean PHRED score 32 28 28 27 

Number of contigs 65,277 86,231 119,208 23,269 

Total length of contigs (bp) 20,633,424 30,134,949 40,546,994 6,593,987 

Number of CDS 30,722 33,746 55,844 10,601 

CDS with Pfam domains  2,645 2,555 5,336 674 

Number of Pfam  1,039 977 2,083 365 

Abundance of Pfam features 235,556 53,542 173,069 17,738 

Number of GO features 1,288 1,325 1,807 766 

Abundance of GO features 2,019,025 279,775 911,285 88,969 
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Table 3.2: Mann-Whitney test P value summary of taxonomic abundance among seasonal 

metagenomes at phyla level based on KEGG organisms using MG-RAST server (Glass et al., 

2010) 

 

 GSU GFL GWI GSP 

GSU — 8.5823×10
-1

 5.088×10
-1

 7.1553×10
-2

 

GFL  — 9.5862×10
-1

 8.5482×10
-1

 

GWI   — 2.5978×10
-2

 

GSP    — 
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Table 3.3: Mann-Whitney test P value summary of metabolic genes abundance (KEGG Level 2) 

between metagenomes representing different seasons using MG-RAST server (Glass et al., 2010) 

 

 GSU GFL GWI GSP 

GSU — 8.5823×10
-1

 5.088×10
-1

 7.1553×10
-2

 

GFL  — 9.5862×10
-1

 8.5482×10
-1

 

GWI   — 2.5978×10
-2

 

GSP    — 
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Table 3.4: Correlation coefficients in taxonomy (phylum level) and metabolism genes between 

ctenophore M. leidyi, coral Fungia echinata (Badhai et al., 2016) and sponge Arenosclera 

brasiliensis (Trindade-Silva et al., 2012) 

Taxonomic diversity 

 F. echinata M. leidyi A. brasiliensis 

Phyla 11 9 15 

Shannon (H') 2.053 1.615 2.145 

Correlation coefficients (r) in taxonomy (Phylum level) 

F. echinata — 0.9177662 0.7776895 

M. leidyi  — 0.8724452 

A. brasiliensis   — 

Correlation coefficients (r) in metabolism genes 

F. echinata — 0.9468656 0.8935404 

M. leidyi  — 0.8878428 

A. brasiliensis   — 
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Table 3.5: Metagenome properties indicating differences of the assembled M. leidyi stomodeum 

metagenomes based on IMG/ER pipeline annotation(Lin et al., 2009) 

Attribute  GSU GFL GWI GSP 

IMG Genome ID 3300006492 3300005727 3300005729 3300005728 

Number of bases 42,411,657 20,477,574 12,469,141 1,410,814 

CRISPR Count 17   8 11 1 

rRNA 85 10 250 14 

tRNA genes 655 322 380 330 

Protein coding genes 141651 65682 41759 4892 

with Product Name 8609 3230 2492 328 

with COG 7705 2687 2172 152 

with Pfam 9363 3621 2794 273 

with KO 10965 1710 2055 143 

with Enzyme 5371 1246 1542 109 

with MetaCyc 1891 365 376 23 

with KEGG 6304 635 652 37 

COG Clusters 2258 1040 1011 103 

Pfam Clusters 2691 1223 1144 106 

  

https://img.jgi.doe.gov/cgi-bin/mer/main.cgi?section=MetaDetail&page=proteinCodingGenes&taxon_oid=3300005727&data_type=assembled&total_genome_gene_count=65780&total_gene_count=65682
https://img.jgi.doe.gov/cgi-bin/mer/main.cgi?section=MetaDetail&page=withFunc&taxon_oid=3300005727&data_type=assembled&total_genome_gene_count=65780&total_gene_count=3230
https://img.jgi.doe.gov/cgi-bin/mer/main.cgi?section=MetaDetail&page=cogs&cat=cat&taxon_oid=3300005727&data_type=assembled&total_genome_gene_count=65780&total_gene_count=2687
https://img.jgi.doe.gov/cgi-bin/mer/main.cgi?section=MetaDetail&page=pfam&cat=cat&taxon_oid=3300005727&data_type=assembled&total_genome_gene_count=65780&total_gene_count=3621
https://img.jgi.doe.gov/cgi-bin/mer/main.cgi?section=MetaDetail&page=ko&taxon_oid=3300005727&data_type=assembled&total_genome_gene_count=65780&total_gene_count=1710
https://img.jgi.doe.gov/cgi-bin/mer/main.cgi?section=MetaDetail&page=enzymes&taxon_oid=3300005727&data_type=assembled&total_genome_gene_count=65780&total_gene_count=1246
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Table 3.6: Mann-Whitney test P value summary of metabolic genes abundance (KEGG Level 2) 

between organisms representing sister phyla (Cnidaria and Porifera representatives) based on 

MG-RAST pipeline  

 

Organisms  F. echinata M. leidyi A. brasiliensis 

F. echinata — 0.0013 0.0073 

M. leidyi  — 0.96985 

A. brasiliensis   — 
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Figure 3.1: Rarefaction curve of phylogenetic diversity in the microbial assemblages in M. leidyi 

stomodeum for GSU (Aug. 25
th

 2014), GFL (Oct. 10
th

 2013), GWI (Feb, 15
th

 2014) and GSP 

(May 8
th

 2014) metagenomes from Dauphin Island Marina, Mobile Bay. Analysis was performed 

using CLC Genomics Workbench 9.  
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3.2a 

 

 

 

  

3.2b 
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3.2c 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3.2d 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.2: Pie charts showing proportion of KEGG organisms (Phylum level, for proteobacteria 

at class level) based on predicted protein sequences (FragGeneScan) constructed from the 

prokaryotic database on GhostKOALA annotation server for M. leidyi host. Key: (a) Gut 

summer (GSU) (b) gut fall (GFL) (c) gut winter (GWI) (d) gut spring (GSP) metagenomes 
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Figure 3.3: Inference of differences in the bacterial assemblages in M. leidyi stomodeum using 

principal coordinates analysis (PCoA) plot of samples based on (a) Bray-Curtis and (b) Jaccard 

matrices. Parentheses show variance explaining principal coordinates 

  

3.3a 

3.3b 
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Figure 3.4: Heatmap revealing relative abundance of dominant phyla in M. leidyi stomodeum, 

computed by MG-RAST generated using STAMP software. Rows correspond to bacterial taxa, 

and the columns represent the four seasonal M. leidyi gut metagenomes used in this study. 

Dendrograms were created using hierarchical clustering.  
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Figure 3.5: Stacked bar graph showing shared scaffolds for bacterial lineages in M. leidyi 

stomodeum based on IMG/ER annotation. The χ
2 

test revealed possible association (not random 

observation) of the 10 observed bacterial lineages in the stomodeum of M. leidyi  
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Online support for figure 3.6 (a):https://figshare.com/s/1f05095918a61c59ca99 (DOI 

10.6084/m9.figshare.3846837) 

 

Online support for figure 3.6 (b): https://figshare.com/s/4052a27541112b69334a (DOI 

10.6084/m9.figshare.3846864) 

 

Online support for figure 3.6 (c): https://figshare.com/s/ae60b04314590cd320a7 (DOI  

10.6084/m9.figshare.3846891) 

 

Online support for figure 3.6 (d): https://figshare.com/s/069a2150d809902bcfe7 (DOI 

10.6084/m9.figshare.3846972) 

 

 

Figure 3.6: MLTreeMap (Stark et al. 2010) analyses of contigs based on the 16S rRNA gene for 

maximum likelihood (ML) phylogeny using GEBA phylogeny (Wu et al. 2009), (a) GSU (b) 

GFL (c) GWI (d) GSP. The bubble indicates relative weight of placement. Figures above were 

too large and needed online support for visualization. 

  

https://figshare.com/s/1f05095918a61c59ca99
https://dx.doi.org/10.6084/m9.figshare.3846837
https://figshare.com/s/4052a27541112b69334a
https://dx.doi.org/10.6084/m9.figshare.3846864
https://figshare.com/s/ae60b04314590cd320a7
https://dx.doi.org/10.6084/m9.figshare.3846864
https://dx.doi.org/10.6084/m9.figshare.3846864
https://figshare.com/s/069a2150d809902bcfe7
https://dx.doi.org/10.6084/m9.figshare.3846972
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Figure 3.7: Pie charts indicating summary of GhostKOALA (http://www.kegg.jp/blastkoala/) 

annotated functional categories involved in central cellular metabolism in the stomodeum of M. 

leidyi. Coding sequences were predicted using FragGeneScan prior to functional analysis. 

http://www.kegg.jp/blastkoala/
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Figure 3.8: Area bar chart on ontology and category assignments for metagenomes for M. leidyi 

bacterial assemblages using CLC Microbial Genomics Module. Abbreviations: gut fall (GFL), 

gut winter (GWI), gut summer (GSU) and gut spring (GSP) sampling dates 
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Figure 3.9: Plots representing CAZy families in the stomodeum of M. leidyi (a) Bar graph of 

gene counts of different CAZy families (b) Over-representation of GT48 was identified using 

non-metric multidimensional scaling (NMDS).  Key: AA (auxiliary activity), CBM 

(carbohydrate-binding module), CE (carbohydrate esterase) GH (glycosyl hydrolases), GT 

(glycosyl transferase)  

3.9a 

3.9b 
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Figure 3.10: Bar graph showing relative abundance of antibiotic resistance genes in M. leidyi 

stomodeum using KEGG annotation on GhostKOALA annotation tool 

(http://www.kegg.jp/blastkoala/) 

  

http://www.kegg.jp/blastkoala/
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Figure 3.11: Bar graph showing relative abundance of shared bacterial assemblages in M. leidyi, 

F. echinata and A. brasiliensis based on M5NR annotation using MG-RAST pipeline   
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Figure 3.12a: Bar graph indicating the relative abundance of KEGG-level-2 metabolism 

categories for M. leidyi and representative of sister phyla, Cnidaria (Fungia echinata) and 

Porifera (Arenosclera brasiliensis). (b) Box-plot of the KEGG-Level-2 indicating visual 

variation metabolism genes were generated using Past3  

3.12a 

3.12b 
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Chapter 4: Isolation and characterization of coagulase-negative, vancomycin, novobiocin and 

oxacillin susceptible Staphylococcus mnemiopsis sp. nov., isolated from the Mnemiopsis leidyi 

stomodeum 

 

Abstract 

A novel coagulase-negative, vancomycin and oxacillin-susceptible novel isolate of the genus 

Staphylococcus, Staphylococcus mnemiopsis sp. nov, was isolated from the stomodeum of 

Mnemiopsis leidyi from Mobile Bay, Alabama USA. A polyphasic taxonomic approach 

comprised of phenotypic, chemotaxonomic and genotypic characteristics was used for analysis. 

The dominant respiratory quinone detected was MK-7 (100%). Major cellular fatty acids were 

anteiso-C15:0 (40.52%), anteiso-C17:0 (13.04 %), C-18:0 (11.53%) and C-20:0 (10.45%). The polar 

lipid profile consisted of glycolipid, phospholipid, phosphatidylglycerol and 

diphosphatidylglycerol. Although S. mnemiopsis AOAB had a 16S rRNA gene sequence identity 

of 99% with S. warneri SG1, S. pasteuri, S. devriesei KS-SP_60, S. lugdunensis HKU09-01, S. 

epidermidis RP62A, S. haemolyticus JCSC1435 and S. hominis DM 122, it could be 

distinguished from those species based on Multi-Locus Sequence Analysis (MLSA) using 5 

marker genes (hsp60, rpoB, dnaJ, sodA and tuf). MLSA revealed strain AOAB to be closely 

related to S. warneri SG1 and S. pasteuri SP1 but distinct from two previously known species. 

An average nucleotide identity (ANI) analysis indicated that S. mnemiopsis has the closest ANI 

of 84.93% and 84.58% identity to S. warneri SG1 and S. pasteuri SP1, respectively; similarly, an 

in-silico DNA-DNA hybridization analysis for S. mnemiopsis indicated 33.1 % and 32.8% 

against S. warneri SG1 and S. pasteuri SP1, respectively. Based on these phenotypic, genotypic 

and phylogenetic data, we propose to classify the species as Staphylococcus mnemiopsis sp. nov., 

with AOAB as the type strain (= DSM
T
102048

 
=NRRL B-65367

T
). 
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Introduction  

Mnemiopsis leidyi (Phylum Ctenophora) is a predatory gelatinous zooplankter endemic to 

the Western Atlantic that has invaded all of the European enclosed and coastal seas, including 

the North, Baltic, the Black, Caspian Southern Adriatic, and Mediterranean Seas. M. leidyi is 

also noted for its ability to alter the composition of native plankton communities (Delpy et al., 

2012; Jaspers et al., 2012; Lucic et al., 2012). Mnemiopsis blooms have been found to coincide 

with profound environmental perturbation (Purcell, 2012). Much like other zoonotic organisms 

in exotic habitats (DeLong, 2014), Mnemiopsis has been revealed to be a vector of microbial 

assemblages (Daniels & Breitbart, 2012; Hao, Gerdts, Peplies, & Wichels, 2015; Moss, Estes, 

Muellner, & Morgan, 2001). Although ctenophores are known to be parasitized by amoebae, 

dinoflagellates, sea anemones and bacteria (Daniels and Breitbart, 2012; Hammann et al., 2015; 

Hao et al., 2015; Moss et al., 2001), there is no study that has isolated individual ctenophore gut 

bacteria for characterization.  

This study used phenotypic, genotypic and phylogenetic analysis to characterize a 

cultured isolate from the M. leidyi gut that is proposed as S. mnemiopsis AOAB. Previous studies 

have isolated novel staphylococci species from marine water (Gunn and Colwell, 1983), fresh 

water, marine crustaceans (Faghri et al., 1984), domesticated animals (Yamashita et al., 2005) 

and human hosts (Trulzsch et al., 2007), among other sources. 

 

Methods 

 

Sample collection 

Ctenophore gut samples were collected from animals obtained from the Dauphin Island Marina, 

Mobile Bay, Alabama (30 15'47.3"N 88 06'48.5"W), between February 15
th

 2014, May 8
th

 2014, 
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August 25
th

 2014, and October 10
th

 2013. Sterile toothpicks were inserted into the gut from the 

oral end and gently rotated, in order to collect a mucus-rich sample without damage to the 

stomodeal lining. Tips containing the mucoid gut samples were transferred into 1.5 mL tubes, 

stored on ice and transported to the laboratory for enrichment. Details of sample collection 

methods and the study site are presented in Chapter 3. 

Enrichment and isolation 

The enrichment medium that was used was based on Anacker and Ordal with 

modifications as previously described (Anacker and Ordal, 1955; Figueiredo et al., 2005; Pilarski 

et al., 2008). Specifically, an infusion of ctenophore Mnemiopsis peptone was prepared using 

pieces of ctenophore (15 g of dry frozen weight) in 1L of distilled water. Ctenophore tissues 

were ground (pestle and mortar) and boiled for five minutes. The liquid was allowed to settle for 

thirty minutes at room temperature (25 ˚C) and filtered with 0.2 µm filters 

(Whatman® membrane filters nylon). The infusion was added to broth and solid mannitol 

growth media after autoclaving at 120°C for 15 minutes. 

 The enrichment broth was composed of select peptone (Life technologies, Cat. No. 

30392-021) 3 gL
-1

, yeast extract (Sigma, No. Y-4000), 5 gL
-1

, sodium acetate (Fisher Scientific), 

0.02 gL
-1

1, sodium chloride (Fisher Scientific), 0.02 gL
-1

, ctenophore M. leidyi peptone, 100 

mLL
-1

 and mannitol salt agar (BD and Sparks co., MD 21152 Ref. 211407-500 g,) 27.75 gL
-1

).  

Regular growth and isolation of Staphylococcus species was conducted using mannitol salt agar 

(BD and Sparks co., MD 21152 Ref. 211407-500 g,) and LB agar (Sigma Aldrich).  After an 

initial stage of enrichment, cultures were isolated and maintained using mannitol salt agar 

(Thavasi et al., 2007) and LB agar (Sigma Aldrich).  
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Phenotype characterization 

Phenotypic tests were carried out following minimum recommended standards to aid in 

discriminating species (Freney et al., 1999).  S. mnemiopsis AOAB was tested for its ability to 

digest carbohydrates using minimal media containing 1% of only one carbon source and basal 

salts (Table S4.1 in appendix) in twenty-four well microplates. D-glucose was used as control 

and basal agar and water without carbon source used as negative controls. The microplates were 

incubated at 30°C for up to 2 weeks to observe growth. Results were compared against published 

data for the closest related species (Chesneau et al., 1993; Kloos and Schleifer, 1975).  

 

Chemotaxonomy 

Chemotaxonomic analyses were also carried out to characterize phenotypes. To assign 

genus and confirm coagulase test of the isolate, the occurrence of fatty acids ai-C15:0, i-C15:0, i-

C17:0, ai-C17:0 and menaquinone (MK) in the cytoplasmic membrane was investigated as 

recommended (Freney et al., 1999; Heß and Gallert, 2015; Tindall et al., 2010). The analysis for 

respiratory quinones was carried out by first separating them from other classes using thin layer 

chromatography on silica gel (Macherey-Nagel Art. No. 805 023), using hexane: tert-

butylmethylether (9:1 v/v) as solvent. Menaquinones were then removed from the plate and 

analyzed using HPLC fitted with a reverse phase column (Macherey-Nagel, 2 mm x 125 mm, 3 

µm, RP18) with methanol: heptane 9:1 (v/v) being used as the eluant. Polar lipids were extracted 

from 100 mg of freeze dried bacterial cells using chloroform: methanol: 0.3% aqueous NaCl 

mixture 1:2:0.8 (v/v/v), separated using two-dimensional silica gel TLC (Macherey-Nagel Art. 

No. 818 135) and detected using methods described by Tindall et al. (Tindall et al., 2007) 

(DSMZ Identification Services, Braunschweig, Germany). Cellular fatty acid composition for S. 
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mnemiopsis AOAB was determined using gas chromatography (chromatograph was fitted with a 

5% phenyl-methyl silicone capillary column) using the Sherlock MIS (MIDI Inc, Newark, USA) 

system. Using the MIDI software package (MIDI Inc, Newark, USA), the fatty acid composition 

data was also used for clustering using the Euclidean method for differentiation of the species 

from the closest species.  

 

Antimicrobial susceptibility  

Antimicrobial susceptibility was performed using a standard disk diffusion method, 

following cutoff ranges as outlined by the National Committee for Clinical Laboratory Standards 

(NCCLS) (Miller et al., 2003).  Isolates were inoculated using spread plating, with 100 µL of 

inoculum at log phase from LB broth onto LB agar before impregnating with antibiotic discs. 

Zones of inhibition (ZOI) (in mm) were used to determine the ability of the antibiotics to inhibit 

the growth. The antibiotics used are shown in Table 4.1. Results were interpreted using 

commonly accepted zone breakpoints for Staphylococcus (Howe and Andrews, 2012). Control 

discs were sterile 6mm discs without antibiotics (sterile Whatman filter papers).  

 

DNA extraction and touchdown PCR 

Genomic DNA was isolated using the CTAB protocol (Andreou, 2013) with minor 

modifications that included the use of 0.5 mm silica beads (Biospec Products, Inc. Cat. No. 

110791052z), shaken using a specialized MO BIO Vortex-Genie
R
 2 (MO BIO Laboratories). 

DNA purity was checked using a NanoDrop reader (ND-2000, NanoDrop Technologies, 

Wilmington, DE, USA) and precision-quantified using Qubit HS reagents (Life Technologies). 

The DNA template concentration was adjusted to 5 ng prior for use in touchdown PCR reactions. 
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Amplification for most of the 16S rRNA gene was achieved using the universal primers 63f (5′-

CAG GCC TAA CAC ATG CAA GTC-3′) and 1387r (5′-GGG CGG WGT GTA CAA GGC-3′) 

as described by Suriyachadkun et al. (Suriyachadkun et al., 2009). 

Contents of a 25 µL PCR mixture included 12.5 µL of EconoTaq Plus Green 2X Master 

Mix (Lucigen), 0.5 µL of 20 µM of forward and reverse primers, 10.5 µL water and 1 µL of 5 ng 

µL
-1

 genomic template DNA. PCR was carried out using ‘touchdown’ conditions: initial 

denaturation was at 95 °C for 5 min, followed by 20 cycles at 95 °C for 1min 61°C for 45 sec, 

and extension at 72 °C for 90 sec. The touchdown method was followed by another 30 cycles at 

95 °C (1min) 51 °C (45 sec) 72 °C (90 sec). The final extension was done for 7 min at 72 °C.  

The study also targeted a 370 bp tuf gene that is well established for Staphylococcus 

taxonomy (Martineau et al., 2001). Primer selection and melting temperature determination was 

done using an silico PCR simulator (http://insilico.ehu.es/PCR); (San Millan et al., 2013).  The 

PCR mixture included 0.4 µM of each Staphylococcus-specific primers (tuf-F (TStaG422) 5′-

GGC CGT GTT GAA CGT GGT CAA ATC A-3 and tuf-R (TStag76) 5′-TIA CCA TTT CAG 

TAC CTT CTG GTA A-3′) (Tm 59.3°C). The PCR reagent ratios were similar to those used in 

the 16S rRNA gene amplification. Touchdown PCR conditions were as previously described 

(Martineau et al., 2001) with modifications that included 5 min at 95°C, 30 cycles of 30 s at 

95°C, 30 s at 55°C and 45 s at 72°C, and final extension for 7 min at 72°C. Amplified PCR 

products were purified using QIAquick (Qiagen, Maryland, USA) purification kit following 

manufacturer’s instructions prior to sequencing using ABI 3100 DNA Genetic Analyzer at 

Auburn University’s Genomics and Sequencing Laboratory (GSL).  

http://insilico.ehu.es/PCR
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Library preparation and sequencing   

Genomic DNA of the isolate was used for library construction. We used the Agilent 2100 

BioAnalyzer (Agilent Technologies, USA) to perform size fractionation and quantification of 

DNA. DNA was then fragmented and libraries prepared using Nextera XT (Illumina) according 

to manufacturer’s protocol before being run on an Illumina MiSeq with a 2 × 250 sequencing kit. 

Quantification of the fragment library before loading on MiSeq sequencer was performed using 

the Kapa quantification kit (RT-PCR) Kapa Biosystems, Wilmington, MA USA). Sequence 

reads were filtered for quality and assembled using CLC Genomics Workbench 8.0.1 (CLCbio, 

Aarhus, Denmark) (Kim et al., 2013), SPAdes 3.6 (Bankevich et al., 2012) and Velvet 1.2 

(Zerbino and Birney, 2008). QUAST β (http://quast.bioinf.spbau.ru/ ) (Gurevich et al., 2013) was 

used for quality check of the assemblies and for the determination of % G+C content of 

genomes. 

 

Gene prediction and functional analysis 

FASTA-formatted genomic sequences of closely related Staphylococcus spp. genomes 

were obtained from the RefSeq database on GenBank and uploaded to PATRIC for annotation. 

Protein coding genes in genomes were identified using GeneMarkS (Borodovsky and Lomsadze, 

2014). Non-coding RNA prediction was achieved using RNAMMER 1.2 online server (Lagesen 

et al., 2007). Predictions for tRNA and tmRNA genes were done with the ARAG ORN tRNA 

and tmRNA prediction program (Laslett and Canback, 2004). Functional annotation of the 

protein gene models was achieved using multiple bioinformatic softwares including the RAST 

server (Overbeek et al., 2014), PATRIC (Wattam et al., 2014) and IMG/M (Markowitz et al., 

2012).  Annotation for antibiotic resistance genes was achieved using PATRIC via BLASTp 

http://quast.bioinf.spbau.ru/
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sequence homology search from the Antibiotic Resistance Genes Database (ARDB) (Liu and 

Pop, 2009) and the Comprehensive Antibiotic Resistance Database (CARD) (McArthur et al., 

2013) databases. To remove database-based redundancy, replicates were removed. Analysis for 

occurrence of metal resistance genes (MRGs) was performed using BLASTx against the 

Antibacterial Biocide and Metal Resistance Genes Database (MRDB) database with an e-value 

cutoff of 0.01 (Altschul et al., 1997). To achieve this, the BaCMet experimentally confirmed 

database of MRDB was used (Pal et al., 2014).  

 

Phylogenetic analysis 

The 16S rRNA gene sequences of S. mnemiopsis AOAB and closely related 

Staphylococcus spp. representatives were structurally aligned using SSU-ALIGN 

v0.1.1(Nawrocki, 2009),  and used for reconstruction of a neighbor-joining tree. Separate 

sequence alignments was done using ClustalW algorithm in MEGA7 (Kumar et al., 2016) for 

unrooted neighbor-joining tree (Figure 4.3) . FASTA sequences of housekeeping genes from the 

closest species were obtained from GenBank. Concatenated DNA sequences from five 

housekeeping genes (tuf, sodA, dnaJ, hsp60 and rpoB) were used for MLSA. Sequences were 

aligned using MUSCLE (Edgar, 2004). The evolutionary history of S. mnemiopsis AOAB was 

inferred by using the Maximum Likelihood method based on the Jukes-Cantor model (Jukes and 

Cantor, 1969). Evolutionary analyses were conducted in MEGA7 (Kumar et al., 2016). 

To infer genomic distance between S. mnemiopsis AOAB and the closest species, 

pairwise average nucleotide identity (ANI) was computed using IMG/M system (Varghese et al., 

2015). With a species  cut off set at 96%, this method has been found to be robust in delineating 

bacteria based on genome sequence data (Kim et al., 2014). In silico DNA-DNA hybridization 
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(DDH) was achieved using GBDP (Genome Blast Distance Phylogeny), which reliably infers 

genome-to-genome distances by utilizing Genome Blast Distance Phylogeny using logistic 

regression (Meier-Kolthoff et al., 2013).  

 

Results  

Phenotypic characterization 

S. mnemiopsis grown on LB and mannitol agar at 30 °C produced yellow, medium (2-3 

mm), round, smooth colonies after 3 days of growth (Figure 4.1). The isolate is catalase-positive 

and coagulase-negative. The polar lipid profile consisted of glycolipid, phospholipid, 

phosphatidylglycerol and diphosphatidylglycerol (Figure 4.7), typical of Staphylocccus species 

(Nahae et al., 1984). But unlike S. warneri and other Staphylococcus spp. (Nahae et al., 1984), S. 

mnemiopsis AOAB did not have detectable β-gentiobiosyl diacylglycerol (Figure 4.7) as part of 

its polar lipid profile. The presence of fatty acids ai-C15 : 0, i-C15 : 0, i-C17 : 0, and ai-C17 : 0, 

confirmed the isolate as being affiliated with the genus Staphylococcus (Figure 4.5). Cluster 

analysis of the fatty composition of our isolate based on Euclidean distance revealed that our 

isolate does not affiliate with any known Staphylococcus species (Figure 4.6) as MIDI  

dendrogram software places the same species cutoff at  about 10 Euclidian Distance 

(http://www.midilabs.com/fatty-acid-analysis). The presence of menaquinone (MK-7) in the 

cytoplasmic membrane helped confirm S. mnemiopsis AOAB as coagulase negative (Heß and 

Gallert, 2015). 

Disk diffusion confirmed that S. mnemiopsis AOAB has resistance against the penicillins 

(Penicillin and Ampicillin), fluoroquinolones (Ciprofloxacin, Nalidixic acid), a polypeptide 

(Bacitracin) and an aminoglycoside (Kanamycin). S. pasteuri strains have mixed results (+/-) 

http://www.midilabs.com/fatty-acid-analysis
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against penicillin. Unlike S. mnemiopsis AOAB, S. pasteuri strains are susceptible to kanamycin 

(Chesneau et al., 1993), which helped in further discrimination of the two species (Table 4.2). 

Also, S. mnemiopsis AOAB was revealed to be susceptible to vancomycin, oxacillin, 

tetracycline, Amoxicillin/clavulanic acid and chloramphenicol (Table 4.1). S. pasteuri strains 

generally have mixed results against tetracycline (Chesneau et al., 1993).  

 

Phylogenetics 

Phylogenetic analysis using the 16S rRNA gene using neighbor-joining method indicated 

that the isolate was closely related to S. pasteuri and S warneri (Figure 4.4.2). Further 

phylogenetic analysis using MLSA (Figure 4.4) clustered the isolate as novel bacteria. Both ANI 

and DDH using genome sequence data confirmed delineation of the isolate as a novel species. 

None of the closest species met the ANI cut off of 96% or the DDH cut off of 70% (Table 4.3).   

Genome mining 

Whole genome sequencing yielded a total of 905,410 paired reads for S. mnemiopsis 

AOAB. The PATRIC annotated genome size was 2,617,061 bp. A number of genomic features 

differentiated it from the two closest relatives (Table 4.4). Genomic characterization of S. 

mnemiopsis AOAB using the Comprehensive Antibiotic Resistance Database (CARD) , 

Antibiotic Resistance Genes Database (ARDB) and RAST annotation server revealed that the 

isolate harbors antibiotic resistance determinants (virulence factors, antibiotic resistance and 

drug targets and heavy metal resistance genes) (Table 4.5, Figure 4.8). In addition to antibiotic 

resistance genes, MRG-like sequences were detected in the genome of S. mnemiopsis AOAB. 

The most dominant ones were copper (22), arsenic (11) and zinc (4) metal resistance genes. S. 

warneri had copper (12), zinc (7) cadmium (7) and arsenic (5) as the dominant metal resistance 
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genes and for S. pasteuri SP1, it was copper (12), zinc (7), cadmium (6) and arsenic (5), thus 

aiding in further discrimination. To the best of our knowledge, this study is the first report of 

Staphylococcus isolation from the gut (stomodeum) of M. leidyi. The results clearly show that M. 

leidyi, an invasive zooplankton, harbors culturable but previously uncharacterized 

Staphylococcus species that can harbor and potentially disseminate genes that confer antibiotic 

resistance. Future research efforts will involve investigation of the M. leidyi host-S. mnemiopsis 

microbial interactions.  

 

Discussion 

Description of S. mnemiopsis sp. nov. (mne.mi.op'sis. N.L. gen. n. mnemiopsis of the sea walnut 

Mnemiopsis) was isolated from the gut (stomodeum) of M. leidyi.  Cells are Gram positive, 

coagulase negative, catalase positive, pigmented and susceptible to novobiocin. S. mnemiopsis is 

kanamycin resistant, unlike S. pasteuri SP1. In contrast to S. warneri SG1 and S. pasteuri SP1, S. 

mnemiopsis AOAB was xylose and mannose-positive. It was distinguished from closely related 

species based on MLSA using 5 marker genes (hsp60, rpoB, dnaJ, sodA and tuf). The in-silico 

DNA-DNA hybridization revealed that S. mnemiopsis showed 27.8 % relatedness with S. 

warneri SG1 and 27.60 % with S. pasteuri SP1. Unlike S. warneri, S. mnemiopsis AOAB has no 

detectable β-gentiobiosyl diacylglycerol. S. mnemiopsis AOAB has an average nucleotide 

identity of 84.93 % and 84.58 % against S. warneri SG1 and S. pasteuri SP1 respectively. 

Phenotypic, genotypic and phylogenetic characterization of the isolate AOAB are in agreement 

with the species description that is proposed to be classified as Staphylococcus mnemiopsis sp. 

nov., with AOAB as the type strain (= DSM
T
102048

 
=NRRL B-65367

T
). Future efforts should 

include isolation and phenotype characterization of mobile genetic elements such as plasmids. It 
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is important to determine what antibiotic resistance genes are harbored mobile genetic elements, 

as that will point towards potential transmission through horizontal gene transfer.  

 

Conclusion 

The study reveals that M. leidyi stomodeum harbors potentially novel Staphylococcus spp., 

which potentially harbors antibiotic resistance determinants (antibiotic resistance and heavy 

metal resistance). This is the first report on the isolation and characterization of Staphylococcus 

spp. from M. leidyi.  

 

Data availability 

The Whole Genome Shotgun project has been deposited at DDBJ/ENA/GenBank under the 

accession LZFL00000000. The version described in this paper is version LZFL01000000. 

The SRA accession number is SRP076995. The DDBJ/ENA/GenBank accession numbers for 

marker genes is; 16S rRNA gene (KU497670.1), tuf (LC158075.1), sodA (LC158854.1), rpoB 

(LC158855.1), hsp60 (LC158856.1) and dnaJ (LC158857.1). 

 RAST server IDs are: S. mnemiopsis (6666666.127652), S. pasteuri SP1 (6666666.123700), S. 

warneri SG1 (6666666.123634). PATRIC Genome IDs: S. mnemiopsis AOAB (1279.166), S. 

pasteuri SP1 (1276282.3), S. warneri SG1 (1194526.3). 
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Table 4.1: Antibiotic susceptibility: ZOI (Zone of inhibition)of Staphylococcus mnemiopsis 

AOAB collected and cultured from the stomodeum of M. leidyi, as measured (in mm) from the 

edge of disc to edge of inhibition zone (Kaushik et al., 2015). Resistant (R) and susceptible (S) 

assigned based on previously defined breakpoints (Howe and Andrews, 2012). Below the 

breakpoints, a given isolate is resistant. Antibiotics with unrevised break points are indicated as 

dash (-). Experiments were performed in triplicates. 

 

Antibiotic Avg. ZOI R/S Breakpoint (mm)  

Bacitracin 0.04 iu (A) 6 R >14 

Nalidixic acid (30 µg) NA30) 7 R >19 

Ciprofloxacin 5 µg 14 R >21 

Kanamycin 30 µg (K30) 14.3 R >18 

Penicillin(P10 iu) 15 R >25 

Ampicillin  10 µg (AM10) 16.3 R >26 

Vancomycin (VA 30 ug) 18.3 S >12 

Tetracycline 30 µg (TE30) 23.4 S >20 

Amoxicillin/Clavulanic acid 20/10 µg (AMC 30) 25 S >25 

Chloramphenicol 30 µg (C30)  28.3 S >15 

Novobiocin (30 µg NB30) 35 S >16 

Oxacillin 1µg (OX1) 19 S >15 

Control: Polymyxin B ( PB 300 iu)  6 R NA 

R=resistant; S=susceptible  
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Table 4.2: Phenotypic characterization of Staphylocccus mnemiopsis AOAB and comparison 

with two closely related species, S. warneri and S pasteuri 

Characteristic S. mnemiopsis AOAB S. warneri  S.  pasteuri  

Sucrose + + + 

D-xylose ++ - - 

Lactose  ++ +,- +,- 

D-ribose + +, - - 

D-(+) mannose + - - 

D-mannitol + +, - +, - 

D-(+) Trehalose + + + 

Β-D(+) glucose + + + 

Fructose + + + 

Xylan  + ND ND 

Chitin + ND ND 

Starch + ND ND 

D Sorbital + ND ND 

Rhamnose - ND ND 

D (+) Galactose + - ND 

I-inositol - ND ND 

L- arabinose  - - - 

Catalase + + + 

Coagulase - - - 
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Comparative data for S. warneri were obtained from Kloos and Schleifer 1975 (Kloos and 

Schleifer, 1975) in addition to for S. pasteuri from Chesneau et al. 1993 (Chesneau et al., 1993).  

ND, not determined. Genome mining using RAST server confirmed that S. mnemiopsis AOAB 

has enzymes to degrade xylose, mannose, and chitin as part of its subsystems (Figure 4.8). 

Growth not better then negative control (-), Growth like positive control (glucose) (+), Growth 

better than positive control (++).  

Urease + + + 

Novobiocin susceptible susceptible susceptible 

Kanamycin resistant ND susceptible 
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Table 4.3: Pairwise average nucleotide identity (ANI) analysis and DNA-DNA hybridization 

(DDH) between S. mnemiopsis AOAB (ANI2) and closely related Staphylococcus species  

Species ANI1>2 ANI2>1 DDH 

S. warneri SG1 85.02 84.93 27.80 

S. pasteuri SP1 84.79 84.58 27.60 

S. hominis C80 79.62 79.59 22.40 

S. haemolyticus  JCSC1435 79.52 79.31 22.60 

S. saprophyticus ATCC 15305 78.03 77.66 21.90 

S. aureus MRSA252 78.85 78.73 22.70 

S. epidermidis ATCC 12228 79.4 79.36 19.00 

S. lugdunensis HKU09-01 78.21 78.04 22.0 

S. hominis VCU122 79.62 79.59 22.40 
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Table 4.4: Genome characteristics of S. mnemiopsis AOAB and close relatives within Genus 

Staphylococcus based on IMG/ER annotation pipeline 

Feature S. mnemiopsis S. pasteuri SP1 S. warneri SG1 

Size (bp) 2,617,061 2,559,946 2,560,716 

% G+C 32.13 32.71 32.73 

CDS 2,695 2,457 2,435 

rRNA 9 16 16 

tRNA 59 48 60 

tmRNA 1 1 1 

Hypothetical proteins 595 559 539 

Proteins functional assignments 2,100 1,898 1,896 

Proteins with EC number assignments 770 719 739 

Proteins with GO assignments 695 728 737 

Proteins with Pathway assignments 630 559 579 

Proteins with FIGfam assignments 2,294 2,194 2,214 
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Table 4.5: Antibiotic resistance genes from S. mnemiopsis AOAB (PATRIC Genome ID: 

1279.166) 

Gene Source GO 

assignments 

Highest 

sequence 

similarity 

Organism 

Multi antimicrobial 

extrusion protein, MATE 

family of MDR efflux 

pumps  

ARDB GO:0015559 93 S. warneri L37603 

Quinolone resistance protein 

norA  

ARDB / 

CARD 

- 94 S. warneri L37603 

Undecaprenyl-diphosphatase  ARDB GO:0050380 96 S. warneri L37603 

Beta-lactamase ARDB / 

CARD 

GO:0008800  100 S. aureus 

Topoisomerase IV subunit A  CARD GO:0003916  84 S. aureus 

USA300_TCH1516 

Topoisomerase IV subunit B  CARD GO:0003916 91 S. aureus 

USA300_FPR3757 

Lipid A export ATP-binding 

/ permease protein MsbA 

CARD - 90 S. aureus Mu50 

Two component system 

histidine kinase ArlS  

CARD GO:0000155 82 S. epidermidis ATCC 

12228 

Transcriptional regulator, CARD - 92 S. aureus JH1 
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MarR family  

Translation elongation factor 

Tu  

CARD - 97 S. aureus ED98 

DNA gyrase subunit A CARD GO:0003918  89 S. epidermidis ATCC 

12228 

Alkaline phosphatase 

synthesis transcriptional 

regulatory protein PhoP 

CARD - 86 S. aureus MW2 

Putative response regulator 

ArlR  

CARD - 82 S. aureus ED98 

Transcriptional regulator 

MgrA (Regulator of 

autolytic activity)  

CARD - 93 S. aureus Mu3 

DNA-directed RNA 

polymerase beta subunit  

CARD GO:0003899 97 S. aureus 

USA300_TCH1516 

Mn-dependent 

transcriptional regulator 

MntR  

CARD - 83 S. aureus MRSA252 

Beta-lactamase regulatory 

sensor-transducer BlaR1  

CARD - 99 S. aureus 

Beta-lactamase repressor 

BlaI  

CARD - 100 S. aureus 

USA300_TCH959 
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Figure 4.1: Growth of yellow pigmented Staphylococcus mnemiopsis AOAB on LB agar after 3 

days at 30°C  
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Figure 4.2: Neighbor-joining tree based on SSU-ALIGN for 16S rRNA gene sequences of S. 

mnemiopsis AOAB with closely related Staphylococcus species. Numbers at nodes indicate the 

percentage of bootstrap support based on 1000 replications. Rooting was done using 

Macrococcus caseolyticus for discriminatory purposes 
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.   

Figure 4.3: Unrooted neighbor-joining tree based on ClustalW alignments for 16S rRNA gene 

sequences of S. mnemiopsis AOAB with closely related Staphylococcus species. Numbers at 

nodes indicate the percentage of bootstrap support based on 1000 replications.  
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Figure 4.4: Evolutionary history of S. mnemiopsis AOAB inferred by using Maximum 

Likelihood method based on Jukes-Cantor model. Evolutionary tree was constructed using 

MEGA7. The tree is drawn to scale. Numbers on the nodes indicate bootstrap values as a 

percentage based on 1000 replications with branch lengths measured in the number of 

substitutions per site. The tree was based on concatenated MLSA of, tuf, sodA, dnaJ, hsp60 and 

rpoB gene sequences. 
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Figure 4.5: Cellular fatty acid composition for Staphylococcus mnemiopsis AOAB using gas 

chromatography (chromatograph was fitted with a 5% phenyl-methyl silicone capillary column). 

Peak areas (a) and standard deviation (b) on percentage composition identified 17 fatty acids.   

4.5b. 

4.5a. 
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Figure 4.6: A dendrogram showing GC fatty acid profile similarities with 19 other 

Staphylococcus species.  

  

Euclidean distance 
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Figure 4.7: Polar lipids analysis of Staphylococcus mnemiopsis AOAB  (= DSMT102048 

=NRRL B-65367T) using two-dimensional silica gel TLC (Macherey-Nagel Art. No. 818 135) 
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Figure 4.8: Subsystem category distribution of S. mnemiopsis AOAB (Based on RAST 

annotation server)  
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Appendix 

Table S2.1: Data from historical nutrient measurements in Mobile Bay, which were used to 

analyze variation in microbial assemblage samples collected between January, March, July and 

September in 2010 and 2011 

Avg. 2010 &2011 DIN (µM)±SE PO4
3-

 (µM)±SE DSi (µM)±SE DON (µM)±SE 

September 3.790±1.836 0.6082±0.2991 29.41±8.562 19.28±2.864 

July  0.6003±0.09531 0.2795±0.06901 40.82±10.20 16.10±2.067 

March 8.573±1.594 0.2158±0.05147 69.97±8.396 28.58±2.286 

January 7.311±3.996 0.1966±0.04843 54.08±23.72 25.49±6.901 

Sampling was done from Mid Bay (MB) [30°27'45.0"N 88°00'59.7"W] (n=12) and Dauphin 

Island (DI) [30°15'09.2"N 88°03'14.7"W] (n=12) in 2010 and 2011. For our study, data from the 

corresponding months from 2010 and 2011 were averaged (as seen in table) and used for 

analysis. 
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Table S2.2: Relationship between historical nutrient measurements (DIN, PO4
3-

, DSi and DON) and the physicochemical parameters 

from the 11 day sampling period. The physicochemical parameters (without historical nutrient measurements) from the 11 day 

sampling period are shown in Chapter 2.  

  Salinity DO Cond  CH4 NO2 NH4
+
  pH DIN  PO4

3-
 DSi  DON 

Temp. 0.849 -0.972* 0.860 0.998* -0.837 -0.971* -0.117 -0.943 0.676 -0.887 -0.965* 

Salinity  -0.925 0.995* 0.841 -0.592 -0.766 -0.257 -0.872 0.330 -0.508 -0.813 

DO    -0.917 -0.960* 0.703 0.895 0.040 0.984* -0.491 0.776 0.972* 

Cond     0.859 -0.656 -0.800 -0.342 -0.849 0.406 -0.530 -0.800 

CH4      -0.868 -0.983* -0.171 -0.921 0.714 -0.889 -0.948 

NO2       0.504 0.607 -0.956* 0.841 0.682 
NH4

+       0.281 0.837 -0.829 0.910 0.884 

pH         -0.137 -0.487 -0.043 -0.137 

DIN         -0.400 0.776 0.988* 

PO4
3-

           -0.806 -0.509 

DSi            0.865 

*Significant correlation (r) (2-tailed) at 95% CI
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Table S2.3: Correlation between microbial assemblage of dominant phyla from all sampling 

periods against historical nutrient measurements (January, March, July and September 2010 & 

2011)  

Phyla DIN (µM) PO4
3-

 (µM) DSi (µM) DON (µM) 

Acidobacteria -0.183 0.954 -0.729 -0.320 

Actinobacteria 0.642 -0.808 0.670 0.664 

Bacteroidetes 0.998* -0.375 0.778 0.988* 

Chlamydiae -0.775 -0.268 -0.263 -0.688 

Chlorobi -0.827 -0.157 -0.296 -0.734 

Chloroflexi -0.138 -0.787 0.272 -0.057 

Cyanobacteria -0.926 0.704 -0.883 -0.951* 

Deffribacteria -0.237 0.983* -0.731 -0.361 

Deinococcus-Thermus -0.827 -0.157 -0.296 -0.734 

Firmicutes 0.239 0.0817 -0.228 0.121 

Fusobacteria 0.148 0.070 -0.278 0.035 

Gemmatimonadetes -0.921 0.715 -0.889 -0.948 

Nitrospirae 0.649 -0.380 0.817 0.728 

Plancomycetes -0.499 0.364 -0.759 -0.596 

Proteobacteria 0.945 -0.632 0.826 0.951* 

Spirochaetes -0.595 0.895 -0.967* -0.711 

Tenericutes 0.890 -0.0256 0.405 0.808 

Verrumicrobia -0.883 0.781 -0.918 -0.924 

"unclassified bacteria" 0.996* -0.376 0.732 0.973* 

*Significant correlation (r) (2-tailed) at 95% CI  
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Table S3.1: Distance matrix for gut metagenomes based on 97% similarity cut-off using 

Greengenes reference database   

Sample GSU GWI GFL GSP 

GSU 0.00
a 
 0.00

b
 0.91

a
  0.95

b
 0.96

a
  0.98

b
 1.00

a
  1.00

b
 

GWI  0.00
a 
 0.00

b
   0.91

a
  0.95

b
 0.99

a
  1.00

b
 

GFL   0.00
a
  0.00

b
 0.98

a
  0.99

b
 

GSP    0.00
a
  0.00

b
 

*Bray-Curtis (a), Jaccard (b) 
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Table S3.2: Taxonomic categories of bacterial assemblages associated with M. leidyi gut using 

KEGG Mapper for reconstructing KEGG taxonomy 

Class GFL GSU GWI GSP 

Actinobacteria 125 184 2047 60 

Deltaproteobacteria 68 27 54 6 

Gammaproteobacteria 66 310 944 42 

Betaproteobacteria 59 428 128 15 

Alphaproteobacteria 57 174 186 50 

Bacteroidetes 30 23 109 11 

Cyanobacteria 15 24 44 4 

Firmicutes 22 105 63 1 

Chlorobi 3 1 6 1 

Fusobacteria 2 1 0 1 

Chlamydiae 2 1 8 0 

Nitrospirae 2 1 3 0 

Deinococcus-Thermus 2 3 5 0 

Tenericutes 1 0 3 0 

Verrucomicrobia 1 4 17 5 

Acidobacteria 1 4 7 1 

Epsilonproteobacteria 1 1 7 1 

Synergistetes 0 1 0 0 

Elusimicrobia 0 1 1 0 

Thermodesulfobacteria 0 1 0 0 

Deferribacteres 0 1 3 0 

Armatimonadetes 0 1 0 0 

Unclassified Bacteria 0 2 5 1 

Thermotogae 0 2 0 0 

Aquificae 0 2 0 0 

Chloroflexi 0 0 18 2 

Spirochaetes 0 0 4 0 
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Table S3.3: The most abundant CAZy families in the stomodeum of M. leidyi 

CAZy 

family 

with 

Pfam 

domain 

GFL GWI GSP GSU Mean Pfam domains Subject 

GenBank-

Accession  

AA1 1 5 0 9 3.750 Cu-oxidase_3|Cu-oxidase|Cu-

oxidase_2 

AFR93734.1 

AA3 1 4 2 3 2.500 GMC_oxred_N|GMC_oxred_C ABS64212.1 

CBM14 1 14 2 8 6.250 SRCR|SRCR|Trypsin ACY95481.1 

CBM47 1 5 0 6 3.000 Pentaxin AAI58266.1 

CE10 1 10 1 6 4.500 DPPIV_N|Peptidase_S9 AAL82802.1 

GH38 64 50 25 48 46.750 Glyco_hydro_38|Alpha-

mann_mid|Glyco_hydro_38C 

CAN65410.1 

GH63 1 1 0 3 1.250 Glyco_hydro_63 AEO34443.1 

GH65 2 2 0 0 1.000 Glyco_hydro_65m AFK10199.1 

GT31 3 11 0 4 4.500 Galactosyl_T BAA94500.1 

GT34 5 16 6 9 9.000 Cytochrome P450 (degradation 

of environmental toxins) 

EAA66095.1 

GT48 334 338 101 197 242.500 Glucan synthase CAN82685.1 
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 Table S3.4: Different types of antimicrobial resistance genes based on Brite reconstruction of KEGG Mapper 

Antimicrobial 

resistance genes   

KO ARG subtype   Contig location   

GSU 

Beta-lactamase K18698; 

K07644; 

K07665  

blaTEM; beta-lactamase class A TEM; 

cusS, copS, silS; two-component system, OmpR 

family, heavy metal sensor histidine kinase 

CusS; 

silR; two-component system, OmpR family, 

copper resistance phosphate regulon response 

regulator CusR 

281249.1; 919925.1; 162136.1;189556.1; 

561089.1;807721.1 

Aminoglycoside K00984 aadA; streptomycin 3"-adenylyltransferase 438226.1 

 

Tetracycline 

 

K08151 tetA; MFS transporter, DHA1 family, 

tetracycline resistance protein 

198010.1;428321.1; 

509897.1 

Macrolide  K18230 tylC, oleB, carA, srmB; macrolide transport 

system ATP-binding/permease protein 

959041.1 

Phenicol 

 

K18552; 

K07552 

cmlA, cmlB, floR; MFS transporter, DHA1 

family, florfenicol/chloramphenicol resistance 

protein; 

bcr; MFS transporter, DHA1 family, 

bicyclomycin/chloramphenicol resistance protein 

642527.1;214818.1; 

802095.1 

Quinolone K08167  smvA, qacA, lfrA; MFS transporter, DHA2 

family, multidrug resistance protein 

256108.1 

Vancomycin K07260 vanY; D-alanyl-D-alanine carboxypeptidase 556140.1 

Cationic 

antimicrobial 

peptide (CAMP) 

K07637 phoQ; two-component system, OmpR family, 

sensor histidine kinase PhoQ 

1049322.1 

http://www.kegg.jp/dbget-bin/www_bget?ko:K18698
http://www.kegg.jp/dbget-bin/www_bget?ko:K07644
http://www.kegg.jp/dbget-bin/www_bget?ko:K07665
http://www.kegg.jp/dbget-bin/www_bget?ko:K08151
http://www.kegg.jp/dbget-bin/www_bget?ko:K18552
http://www.kegg.jp/dbget-bin/www_bget?ko:K07552
http://www.kegg.jp/dbget-bin/www_bget?ko:K08167
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Multidrug efflux  K03585; 

K18138; 

K18139; 

K18143; 

K12340; 

K18902; 

K08167 

acrA, mexA, adeI, smeD, mtrC, cmeA; 

membrane fusion protein, multidrug efflux 

system; 

acrB, mexB, adeJ, smeE, mtrD, cmeB; multidrug 

efflux pump; 

oprM, emhC, ttgC, cusC, adeK, smeF, mtrE, 

cmeC, gesC; outer membrane protein, multidrug 

efflux system; 

adeS; two-component system, OmpR family, 

sensor histidine kinase AdeS; 

tolC; outer membrane protein; 

bpeF; multidrug efflux pump; 

smvA, qacA, lfrA; MFS transporter, DHA2 

family, multidrug resistance protein 

118229.1;138774.1;164914.1;344836.1950159.

1;81301.1;127238.1;129742.1;141146.1;203739

.1;215622.1;244160.1;334364.1;375517.1;3832

57.1;405262.1;410422.1;471788.1;519415.1;55

5489.1;604150.1;631356.1;652873.1;740855.1;

815844.1;890841.1;914163.1;973050.1; 

698172.1;126464.1;566285.1;838897.1;430390.

1;476852.1;588952.1;605714.1;992020.1;25610

8.1 

GFL  

Multidrug efflux  K18138  

 

acrB, mexB, adeJ, smeE, mtrD, cmeB; multidrug 

efflux pump 

73919.1 

GWI  

Beta-Lactam 

 

K18698; 

K17836; 

K07665  

blaTEM; beta-lactamase class A TEM; 

penP; beta-lactamase class A; 

cusR, copR, silR; two-component system, 

OmpR family, copper resistance phosphate 

regulon response regulator CusR 

92576.1;117657.1; 310409.1 

 

Aminoglycoside K00984; 

K19300 

 

aadA; streptomycin 3"-adenylyltransferase; 

aph3-II; aminoglycoside 3'-phosphotransferase 

II; 

660289.1; 5.4;5.8; 397855.1;603984.1 

 

Tetracycline K08151 tetA; MFS transporter, DHA1 family, 

tetracycline resistance protein 

132916.1;740508.1 

Macrolide 

 

K19350 lsa; lincosamide and streptogramin A transport 

system ATP-binding/permease protein 

 

372824.1; 378956.1; 379041.1;379064.1;   

379085.1; 379106.1;  379127.1;379148.1 

379168.1;379190.1;  379211.1;379233.1;   

379255.1;379277.1;  379300.1;379324.1;    

http://www.kegg.jp/dbget-bin/www_bget?ko:K03585
http://www.kegg.jp/dbget-bin/www_bget?ko:K18138
http://www.kegg.jp/dbget-bin/www_bget?ko:K18139
http://www.kegg.jp/dbget-bin/www_bget?ko:K18143
http://www.kegg.jp/dbget-bin/www_bget?ko:K12340
http://www.kegg.jp/dbget-bin/www_bget?ko:K18902
http://www.kegg.jp/dbget-bin/www_bget?ko:K08167
http://www.kegg.jp/dbget-bin/www_bget?ko:K18138
http://www.kegg.jp/dbget-bin/www_bget?ko:K18698
http://www.kegg.jp/dbget-bin/www_bget?ko:K17836
http://www.kegg.jp/dbget-bin/www_bget?ko:K07665
http://www.kegg.jp/dbget-bin/www_bget?ko:K00984
http://www.kegg.jp/dbget-bin/www_bget?ko:K19300
http://www.kegg.jp/dbget-bin/www_bget?ko:K19350
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379346.1;379368.1;  379391.1;379413.1;    

379435.1; 379457.1;   379482.1;379507.1;    

379532.1;379557.1;   379582.1;379607.1;    

379632.1;379657.1;   379682.1;379707.1;    

379732.1; 379757.1;  379782.1  

Phenicol K07552; 

K19271; 

K00638 

 

bcr; MFS transporter, DHA1 family, 

bicyclomycin/chloramphenicol resistance 

protein; 

catA; chloramphenicol O-acetyltransferase type 

A; 

catB; chloramphenicol O-acetyltransferase type 

B 

117811.1;209292.1; 356273.1;728610.1; 

25638.1;61006.1 

Quinolone 

 

K08167 

 

smvA, qacA, lfrA; MFS transporter, DHA2 

family, multidrug resistance protein 

585243.1 

 

Vancomycin K08641 vanX; D-alanyl-D-alanine dipeptidase 560068.1 

Cationic 

antimicrobial 

peptide (CAMP) 

K14205 mprF, fmtC; phosphatidylglycerol 

lysyltransferase 

140591.1 

Multidrug 

resistance 

K03585; 

K18138; 

K12340; 

K18902; 

K08170; 

K08167; 

K09476 

acrA, mexA, adeI, smeD, mtrC, cmeA; 

membrane fusion protein, multidrug efflux 

system; 

acrB, mexB, adeJ, smeE, mtrD, cmeB; multidrug 

efflux pump; 

tolC; outer membrane protein; 

bpeF; multidrug efflux pump; 

norB, norC; MFS transporter, DHA2 family, 

multidrug resistance protein; 

smvA, qacA, lfrA; MFS transporter, DHA2 

family, multidrug resistance protein; 

 ompF; outer membrane pore protein F 

66775.1;73271.1; 85235.1;273365.1; 

669972.1;59134.1; 59553.1;64548.1; 

273118.1;416003.1; 423048.1;498697.1; 

558967.1;582063.1; 585040.1;613771.1; 

662107.1;123033.1; 592735.1;182772.1; 

585243.1;283624.1 

GSP 

beta-Lactamase  K18698  blaTEM; beta-lactamase class A TEM 103235.1;  

Aminoglycoside K19300  aph3-II; aminoglycoside 3'-phosphotransferase II 8950.1 

http://www.kegg.jp/dbget-bin/www_bget?ko:K19271
http://www.kegg.jp/dbget-bin/www_bget?ko:K00638
http://www.kegg.jp/dbget-bin/www_bget?ko:K08167
http://www.kegg.jp/dbget-bin/www_bget?ko:K08641
http://www.kegg.jp/dbget-bin/www_bget?ko:K18138
http://www.kegg.jp/dbget-bin/www_bget?ko:K12340
http://www.kegg.jp/dbget-bin/www_bget?ko:K18902
http://www.kegg.jp/dbget-bin/www_bget?ko:K08170
http://www.kegg.jp/dbget-bin/www_bget?ko:K08167
http://www.kegg.jp/dbget-bin/www_bget?ko:K09476
http://www.kegg.jp/dbget-bin/www_bget?ko:K18698
http://www.kegg.jp/dbget-bin/www_bget?ko:K19300
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Multidrug 

resistance 

 K18138 acrB, mexB, adeJ, smeE, mtrD, cmeB; multidrug 

efflux pump 

104081.1; 111336.1 

 

 

http://www.kegg.jp/dbget-bin/www_bget?ko:K18138
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Table S4.1: Basal salts mixture 

 

Basal salts gL
-1

 

1 (NH4)2SO4 2.64 

2 KH2PO4 2.38 

3 K2HPO4 4.31 

4 MgSO4 7H2O 1.0 

Trace element solution 

1 CuSO4.5H2O 0.64 

2 FeSO4.7H2O 0.11 

3 ZnSO4.7H2O 0.15 

4 MnCl2.4H2O 0.79 

*Trace elements filter sterilized using 0.2 µM filters (Whatman® membrane filters nylon) 

before adding them to the autoclaved analytical grade basal salts  

 

 

 

 

 


